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Shelby Hearon's four novels--Armadillo in the Grass, The Second

Dune, Hannah's House, and Now and Another Time--are unified by the

common elements of the vital female character and her quest for self-

awareness, self-integration, and fulfillment. This study examines the

four novels chronologically in order to understand the development of

this character and the themes which are common to all four. The con-

cluding chapter offers an assessment of Hearon as a novelist whose

work is both universally lasting and relevant.
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CHAPTER I

AN INTRODUCTION

This study will examine recurring themes as they relate to the vi-

tal female character in the four novels of Shelby Hearon. Armadillo in

the Grass, The Second Dune, Hannah's House, and Now and Another Time will

be critically studied in order to assess Hearon's stature as a novelist.

The Second Dune received the 1973 Texas Institute of Letters Fiction

Award for the best Texas book of fiction, and Hannah's House was nomina-

ted for the same award in 1975. Now and Another Time received the 1977

LeBaron R. Barker, Jr. Fiction Award. This award is presented each year

to the writer whose work, in the opinion of the publisher, demonstrates

a significant development. Hearon's articles have appeared in The Writer,

and she is a contributing editor for Texas Monthly. Her fiction has been

published in McCall's and Redbook. She is a member of Authors Guild,

Authors League of America, the Texas Institute of Letters, and Phi Beta

Phi. She is presently working on two novels, "The Glass Frog," which is

due to be released in spring, 1978, "Painted Dresses," and a biography

of Barbara Jordan.

Shelby Reed Hearon was born in Marion, Kentucky, January 18, 1931.

Her father, a geologist, gave her an early awareness of the slow but

continuous evolution of the earth. This geological awareness, which

leads to an interpretation of the present in light of the past, strongly

influences her characterization. An equally strong influence on her

characterization is her awareness of her own family's history. She is

1
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descended from a prominent family of Virginians and Kentuckians, one of

whom was the first governor of Kentucky. Like Hearon, her characters are

acutely aware of their ancestry with its demands, influences, and taboos.

The geological interests of Hearon's father brought the family to

Texas while she was in high school. She attended the University of Texas,

where she received her B.A. with honors in 1953. After graduation, she

married Robert J. Hearon, Jr.,, an attorney. The Hearons lived in Austin,

where they reared their two children, Anne Shelby and Robert Reed. Her

contact with the political and social life of a state capital has afforded

her valuable insights and material for her fiction. In Austin, she was

president of the Planned Parenthood Board from 1959 to 1961 and Junior

League from 1969 to 1970. Hearon is recently divorced and lives in Austin.

Since her first novel, Armadillo in the Grass, Hearon's successive

literary achievements have commanded increasing attention. In addition

to awards and nominations, the critical reception that she has received

also attests to the increasing appreciation and acceptance of her work

which has been discussed in such periodicals and newspapers as the Kirkus

Review, Publishers Weekly, Library Journal, Best Sellers, Ms._, New York

Times Book Review, Los Angeles Times, hington Post, and the New York

Times. Overall, the reviews deal with her plots, themes, style, and

occasionally her regionalism, which seems to be of most concern to Texans.

The general pattern of reception indicates that her audience is widening

and that the vital female character, which dominates all of her novels,

is an effective narrator and medium for her themes. It is her style,

however, that receives the most consistent praise in all of the reviews.

For the most part, Hearon is regarded as a novelist of merit and promise
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to be watched.

With the publication of Armadillo in the Grass in 1968, the plot

pattern which was to be basic to all of Hearon's novels emerged. Her

fundamental situation involves a vital, introspective female who is keen-

ly aware of her ancestral roots and who communicates with nature in order

to understand herself, her past, and her present. The heroine is married,

or has been married, to a man who views marriage, time, nature, and the

world quite differently. The conflicts and revelations of the novels

occur, for the most part, in the minds of the female protagonists.

Some critics have noted that the plot resources of Armadillo in the

Grass are lacking in color and conflict and are not of sufficient depth

to be of interest. But a reviewer in Library Journal considers the plot

sufficient because it enables the creation of "a penetrating portrait

of the growth of the artist." 1  Although The Second Dune was regionally

recognized as the best Texas book of fiction in 1973, its plot is criti-

cized as superficial and slight "so that instead of resolving itself,

the conflict just sort of peters out." 2  Vivian Gornick in Ms. concludes

that the conflict in The Second Dune is as inchoate at the conclusion

of the novel as it is at the beginning; and, although she does not demand

a resolution, she does wish for a concluding observation that results

in revelation.3 But other reviewers see the conclusion of this novel

as a clearly suggested revelation. The novel is further praised as a

fragment which, like Armadillo in the Grass,, offers a sampling of one

woman's separate, personal reality.

The plot of Hannah's House also involves a vital female protagonist,

but it deviates from the other novels in that its conflict is between a
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mother and daughter. Several reviewers conclude that readers of feminist

fiction will be interested in a plot which involves a mother who rebels

against her daughter's conventional values. Furthermore, because Hannah's

House deals with "all the tangled tissues of family," Marshall Terry in

The Dallas Morning News believes that this is not only a novel for mothers

and daughters to read but also a novel for fathers and sons. 4 This plot

has been praised as poignant, humorous, rare, and completely controlled.

The plot of Now and Another Time has received the most divided re-

ception partly because the novel itself is a more complex work than the

other three. Most critics see the novel as the result of a maturing,

capable writer who is constantly working to develop and expand her scope

in an effort to improve her art. The plot of Now and Another Time, which

has been called a family saga, deals with three generations of two inter-

woven families. Hearon explains that "in the other books I dealt with

particular relationships, whereas in this book I'm painting a broader

canvas. I felt that after my last book, Hannah's House, I was ready to

move on to the whole family relationship."5  But her expanded plot is

judged by many reviewers as perhaps too broad. Michael Mewshaw, a Texas

novelist and reviewer, feels that the lack of the "straightforward sim-

plicity of her earlier plots" damages the novel and puts it out of control

and that she "might have been wiser to narrow her focus . . . and stop

trying to impose absolute symmetry on her story," which emerges as uncon-

vincing and too slowpaced.6 Larry McMurtry agrees that the novel is

flawed but adds that "it is a serious, readable and rather delicate

book of a very old fashioned sort." 7  Others see the expansive plot of

the novel as effective and state that the "novel is especially effective
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in transporting the emotional residue--even the taboos--of the past into

the frenzied present."8 The novel is described as moving, convincing,

and tightly constructed, and the interwoven threads work together and

progress "to an erotic and unexpected close" at the conclusion.9

The theme most discussed in the reviews of the four novels is the

struggle of an individual woman to survive the conflicts, compromises,

and entrapment of marriage and her family legacy in order to move toward

self-realization and fulfillment. In Armadillo in the Grass, the re-

viewers feel that the theme is subtly but effectively presented through

Clara Blue's struggle to become an artist. The thematic concern of The

Second Dune is hailed as relevant, strong, moving, and exceptionally

truthful in its revelation of the conflicting feelings surrounding mar-

riage. Hearon's presentation of marriage in Now and Another Time has

been praised as the most completely drawn picture of the entrapment of

marriage for women.10 Also, the exploration of the parent-child rela-

tionship in Hannah's House is cited as "unusually fertile ground for

novelistic examination."1l Furthermore, the basic conflict between mother

and daughter effectively moves to the theme of the influence of relations

on the individual and all the conflicts that grow out of familial connec-

tions.

Although the expansiveness of Now and Another Time permits Hearon

to deal with her thematic concerns on many levels, most critics see the

effect of the parents and the family legacy on their children as the

basic theme of the novel. McMurtry states that this effect is literarily

potent and universally valid in the novel. 12 This parental influence is

defined as the "parent pattern" by one reviewer, who writes that it is so
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effectively dealt with in Now and Another Time that the readers are moved

"to discern patterns in their own lives." 13 Therefore, Hearon's basic

theme and its variations in all her novels are regarded as relevant in

the critical reviews.

Hearon's characterization of the vital female protagonist in each

novel has progressively received more praise and acceptance as the major

focus of her novels. Early critical reaction to Clara Blue in Armadillo

in the Grass and Ellen Marshall in The Second Dune is sharply divided

between those reviewers who assess them as insipid, colorless .earthmothers,

whom the reader will easily forget, and those who recognize them as uni-

versal representations of women who are struggling to gratify their need

for self-expression and fulfillment. Several reviewers note that women

will identify with these characters; but, in Armadillo in the Grass, the

self-identification is only tentatively acknowledged as a possibility,

whereas Margaret Laurence states "that a great many women will recognize

aspects of themselves in Ellen." 14  The universal appeal of the character-

ization of Ellen Maitland Marshall is seen as "a triumph of the novelist

that although the main character has no social role whatsoever, she is

seen to be preoccupied with many of the issues that the women's liberation

movement has been dealing with collectively, publicly, often noisily." 15

This female protagonist is further described as intelligent, keenly ob-

serving, and very definitely a woman of our time.

Beverly Landrum, the non-conformist mother in Hannah's House, is

another version of Hearon's female character. The characterization of

Beverly is praised as successful and engaging, for she is "a very funny

lady--sharp witted, sensitive, occasionally incisive."16 Martin Levin,
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in the New York Times Book Review, writes that "Hearon works up an in-

teresting set of tensions among her characters."17 The reviewers of

Hannah's House are in agreement in their praise of the characterization

in this novel.

Hearon has expanded her characterization in Now and Another Time

to include four variations of the vital female character, although the

main focus is on Julia Chambers. The reviewers recognize that she also

gives considerable attention to the background and development of her

male characters, who are thus more fully developed than those in her

other novels. The strongest criticism of her characterization is from

Mewshaw, who implies that her male characters, for some reason.which he

does not give, should want to leave Texas: "The men have ambition, .

they pursue careers but seem not to want to cross the city line . . . and

certainly not the state boundaries." 18 McMurtry, along with Mewshaw, also

criticizes the love scenes between the male and female characters, which

they both feel are unconvincing. Other critics, who happen to be female,

strongly disagree, and conclude that "each person, every scene, every

thread is meticulously and perfectly drawn."19 Susan Wood evaluates the

love scene between Julia and Jimmy as "certainly one of the most moving,

most effectively rendered love scenes in recent fiction." 20 High praise

of the effectiveness of the characterization in Now and Another Time also

comes from Wood, who feels that "most importantly, perhaps, Shelby Hearon

has created a group of people about whom the reader comes to care very

much because he comes to know each of them, comes to care even for the

ones he doesn't like."21

Hearon's style in all four novels has consistently been favorably

noted. The general feeling is that her style is clear, uncluttered,
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and impressionistic; it is even compared to "the deft economy ordinarily

associated with good poetry." 22  McMurtry, in a review of Now and Another

Time, compares the delicate, natural grace of her descriptions and re-

flections to that of Thackeray.23 Another reviewer in a discussion of

Hannah's House states that superlatives are needed to describe the lan-

guage, which "is like the quiet authoritative voice that commands attention

in a noisy crowd." 24 The tone of her language is soft and laconic, and it

is praised for revealing as much in its silences as in the words themselves.

Another important feature of Hearon's work is its regionalism, which

is only occasionally discussed by reviewers outside of Texas. Susan Wood,

in a review of Now and Another Time for the Houston Chronicle, writes that

although Hearon has been "garnering a steady readership, . . ." other writers

whose work "is far less substantial than Hearon's have been more widely

reviewed."'25  Wood concludes that any lack of recognition must have to do

with Hearon's regionalism, not the quality of her work. Hearon agrees that

Wood is correct in the sense that "New York is a very closed school and that

it is often hard to get a first novel published and reviewed," but she adds

that her regionalism is indispensable and that it has helped rather than

impeded her recognition (Interview I). She further explains: "New York

loves you to have roots because half the writers in the world live in New

York and are writing the same book" (Interview I).

However, when reviewers outside of Texas do mention her regionalism,

they see it as an integral part of her novels and not as an impediment.

Her establishment of a sense of place is cited as a successful means of

character revelation. Reviewers of The Second Dune note the effective

use of the natural Texas landscape in the revelation of the protagonist,
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Ellen; and furthermore, they see it acting as a catalyst for her intro-

spection and cultivation, "in quiet solitude, of the garden of her inner

self. "26 A reviewer for Kirkus Review in linking the characterization

of Ellen "to the lineage of the southern belle" extends Hearon's regional

placement beyond Texas.27  Another reviewer sees her characters as Texan

"in the non-Texan's understanding of the term," although she does not

define what she means by Texan.28

Still Hearon's regionalism matters most to those Texas reviewers who

evaluate her establishment of a Texas setting, her colloquial dialect,

and her writing a novel of Texas morals and manners. Walter Isle in

Texas Books in Review and Susan Wood in the Houston Chronicle praise

her strong sense of place. Isle, in his review of Now and Another Time,

suggests that the "portrayal of Austin, of the interrelationship of town

and gown, is detailed and convincing."29 Wood notes that, in addition

to accurate renditions of the present, Hearon is equally strong when

she moves back in time to the twenties in East Texas not only because

of her eye for detail but also because of her "ear for the way people

really talk." 3 0  She also suggests that, in addition to accurate dialogue,

Hearon's prose has rhythm which embeds itself in the mind, while her style

"is tightly controlled and never falls victim to . . . 'the Southern

floodwater school of writing,' the tendency to go on and on and on. "3 1

However, Michael Mewshaw in Texas M contends that her choice of

language is archaic and inaccurate. Although regional reviewers do

disagree about Hearon's strengths, many of them agree with Larry McMurtry

that in Now and Another Time she has specifically broadened the scope

of her Texas novel to include the family chronicle.33 Isle labels

w 34Now and Another Time as a novel of manners and morals. In general,
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the regional recognition of Hearon establishes her as an artist whose

novels do accurately portray her region.

The critical reception of Hearon indicates that she is regarded as

a maturing artist and that each novel is more ambitious and more complex,

a sign of developing artistry. Above all, she is praised as a conscious

artist whose style is controlled and effective. She is further recog-

nized as a regionalist who writes convincingly about what she knows, the

daily existence of women in Texas, and in so doing reaches universal

concerns. In no way is her regionalism cited as a hindrance but rather

as an effective vehicle for her plots, her themes, her characters, and

all the various concerns of her art.

Shelby Hearon is a regionalist in that she has a precise sense of

place. She makes the reader see, hear, smell, and feel the Texas locales

in her novels. Her characters, along with her settings, are enmeshed

in the Texas landscape, which helps to define personalities and to weave

destinies. She argues that "everybody, actually, in their [sic] own

lives is rooted in a sense of place; or if you're not, you are carefully

not which is the same thing" (Interview I). Not all of Hearon's charac-

ters view Texas or are influenced by the state in precisely the same

way. But Hearon explains that all her characters are variously influenced

"by such Texas realities as its oil, the vast expanse of its distances,

the coming together of so many life zones, its particular trees, flowers,

birds, beasts and inflection of voice, as well as its eternal thirst

for water." 35  Her characters would not be the same if they were uprooted

and displaced from Texas. Thus Clara Blue, in Armadillo in the Grass,

must meet and identify with the possum and armadillo; Ellen Marshall,
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in The Second Dune, must return annually to the Gulf like the female

land crab; Beverly Landrum, in Hannah's House, must rebel against the

stagnant social demands of a small Texas town; Julia Chambers, in Now

and Another Time, must return to the Hill Country to piece together her

past in order to understand the present.

Hearon's regional panorama includes the nocturnal feedings of Texas

animals in Austin; the aridity of inland Austin contrasted to the humid-

ity of seaboard Galveston; the small mythical, central Texas town of

Sally; and an upperclass Houston, political Austin, and homespun East

Texas. Her varied and accurate settings demonstrate that she is inti-

mately knowledgeable of the dialogue and manners of a governor's ball

as well as the dialect and folkways of the East Texas piney woods. These

regional settings serve as a backdrop for her vital female characters, who

dramatize her purpose as a writer by communicating the struggle of the

individual with the universal problems of self-awareness, fulfillment,

frustration, and isolation that are fundamental to the contemporary human

condition.

As a writer, Hearon's purpose is two-fold: "'to work through the

primary troubling questions of our own experience, and to communicate

both the search and the personal observations.'",36 She pinpoints self-

awareness, self-integration, fulfillment, frustration, and isolation

juxtaposed against family pathology, marriage, and society as among the

primary troubling questions of the contemporary condition. Within the

moments of human effort, reach, and aspiration, a revelation is communi-

cated. In her writing, she offers a crystallization of the moment that

can be held up for observation. This observation allows the reader to
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see not how life ought to be, but how it is for one woman at a given

time, in a given place, in a given situation, so that "the reader can

draw some inferences . . . about whether that's good or bad, where we

are, what it feels like" (Interview I). Her characters offer no solu-

tions, only a revelation that permits self-evaluation of the occurrences

and decisions of daily existence. For Hearon, it is precisely these

revelations within "the midst of the mundane--which is to say, in the

midst of most of our lives" that offer insight.37 Furthermore, she

believes that only after self-knowledge can a person become a complete

individual who will be able to move toward self-fulfillment.

The primary obstacle to individual fulfillment, she further be-

lieves, is the family, which constrains and cripples individuality.

The family influences the individual directly by overt action and in-

directly by subtle implication to fulfill the role prescribed by the

family legacy.38 Relatives and parents take part in an "unwitting con-

spiracy . . . to make their children 'take after' those who have come

before" so that each person is "inhabited by past lives."39  Also, the

family passes on its "distinct blend of the repeated signals and taboos

from its past . . . [which] fills its young with this overwhelming

legacy." 40 Therefore, a person's life becomes "an effort to duplicate

or deny the pressures of these instructions."41

One of the most powerful family influences is the pressure to marry.

Women and men, in life as in Hearon's fictional marriages, "came to a

legal union of two persons without knowing who they were as individuals.

Both have taken on the roles which they were taught meant marriage."42

The women went from their fathers' name and home to their husbands'. 43
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Women's roles are complicated, for they must be wives and mothers as well

as daughters. As "wives they try to juggle their prescribed roles, hoping

that the load will get easier when . . . [the husband] gets that business

partnership or she gets all her little ones in school."44 Marriage en-

tangles the individual and stifles the establishment and fulfillment of

individual priorities because it fills life with duties and leaves little

time for self-introspection. Hearon states that "this problem of not

knowing who we are is primary among married people of my generation. .

Few men know who they are apart from their care-taking functions."45

Marriage and family cause the individuals involved to slip into roles

no one seems to like but no one seems able to avoid. Hearon examines

these individual struggles within the context of marriage and reveals

her themes through the vital female.

Since the vital female character is central to all four novels, she

is, therefore, the major concern of this study. She is a woman who

attains an essential self-awareness which compels her to live fully in

the present moment. Her essential self-awareness, while revealing possi-

bilities for fulfillment of both her mind and her body, brings her to

the realization that traditional female roles are confining and stifling.

This realization is often painful because her attempts at fulfillment

put her at odds with her family and society, but she risks being rejected

and ostracized because she chooses to move toward fulfillment. The quest

to become fulfilled does not insure happiness, nor offer solutions, only

a clearer revelation of the self, a place to begin to become whole. All

the vital female characters manage to survive the entanglements of fam-

ily and society.
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Given the position of the female in society and specifically females

within middle-class Southern culture, which has tended for generations to

limit women to the home, women are insulated and isolated to a great ex-

tent from the outside world. Within this insulation and isolation, women

are born into a "covert culture" of female ancestors who pass a legacy

from generation to generation (Interview I). The vital females--Clara,

Ellen, Beverly, and Julia--as daughters, are all recipients of a female

legacy, which prepares them to accept and to fulfill the traditional

roles of daughter, wife, mother. Then, as mothers, they become trans-

mitters of the legacy to their daughters, with the exception of Clara

Blue, who has no daughter. Although each is an intelligent, introspective,

vital woman in the present, none of them really knew herself prior to

her marriage. As recipients and guardians of the female legacy they

repress questions of self and fears about life or matrimony. They enter

into marriage with a passive acceptance and trusting belief that being

a wife and mother will eliminate any questions of identity and fulfill

them completely. Instead, they find that marriage entraps them and

frustrates their awareness of self and desire for fulfillment. Within

traditional female roles they find that they are never "just a woman,

nor even just a single role." 46  As vital women, they recognize that

they need a fulfillment, which is not easily met given the limitations

of marriage.

Frustrating their quest for fulfillment are their husbands or

former husbands, who do not see the world as vital males and who do not

live fully in the present moment. All of the vital females seek a

complementary, vital male. The need for a vital male and the dissatis-

faction with their husbands lead them to seek a vital male outside their
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marriage.

Facilitating the quest for fulfillment is the vital females' com-

munication with nature. Their involvement in and understanding of the

cycles and evolution of the weather, the landscape, and the animals of

Texas help each to come to self-awareness through self-identification

with nature. All of them are replenished by certain aspects of nature.

Although nature is insufficient, it comforts them and permits them to

contrast the contemporary outside world with the paleontological and

geological past before it is ingested.

In addition to the revelations and replenishments gained from

nature, they are further aided in their quest for fulfillment by the

guarded solitude of a retreat within their homes. When they enter

into this world, they become autonomous and are able to order their

priorities and maintain their space as individual, vital women. They

are able to escape into solitary introspection, where they temporarily

drop the roles of daughter, wife, and mother.

Each novel deals with a vital female in the midst of the quest

for fulfillment, in the act of becoming whole. And in all four novels,

Hearon's purpose is "'to show, to examine, what it costs a woman to

make it either in her own terms or in the world's terms.'"47

This study will examine the vital female in relation to the themes

of self-awareness, self-integration, fulfillment, frustration, and iso-

lation, as she struggles againstfamily pathology, marriage, and society

in Armadillo in the Grass, The Second Dune, Hannah's House, and Now and

Another Time. Some attention will be given to the structure, style,

setting, symbolism, and imagery as they support the thematic structure
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of the novels. This approach to Hearon's work is an attempt to assess

her as a writer and put into perspective an emerging, maturing contemp-

orary novelist.
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CHAPTER II

ARMADILLO IN THE GRASS

Armadillo in the.Grass is Hearon's first exploration of what was

to become the basic pattern in all of her work thus far, the vital fe-

male's struggle for self-integration and fulfillment within the confines

of marriage. However, the plot in Armadillo in the Grass also includes

a portrait of the artist, which dramatizes the struggle for and attain-

ment of self-fulfillment that accompanies the completion of an artistic

work. For Hearon, the finished artistic work, which represents her

successful completion of this struggle, is her first novel. The portrait

of the female protagonist as an artist is Hearon's medium for communica-

ting not only the revelation of the struggle of an artist but also, most

importantly, the revelation of an individual woman's quest for vital

fulfillment.

The novel, set in Austin, Texas, during the election year of 1968,

opens with Clara Blue, the first-person narrator, sitting at the edge

of the woods near her home. She is waiting for the dawn while trying

to come to a personal resolution concerning twenty-five pounds of clay,

a gift from Anslow, her husband. The clay reminds Clara that she is an

artist whose view of the world conflicts with her husband's view.

Clara sees the world in pictures--isolated, microscopic views of

her daily encounters with the Texas landscape and animals, her children,

and her art. She replenishes herself through her communication with

21
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nature during the day and at night. After making love with Anslow, she

goes out into the yard to be with the nocturnal creatures--the possum,

the raccoon, and the armadillo. In contrast, Anslow sees "the world

as a series of interconnected events." He is a plodding academician

who labors carefully to document in his book on medieval times the slow

process of advancement toward technology that brought mankind into the

modern world, in order to prove that mankind is again on the, brink of

such a future advancement. Anslow is concerned with the present not

as a fragmented, isolated moment of personal revelation and experience

but as a step in the movement toward the future.

Anslow gives Clara some clay with the hope that she will return

to her art, a return which Anslow hopes will persuade Clara to view

life as he does. Clara is aware of Anslow's motives. Several unsuccess-

ful tries at sculpting a raccoon cause Clara to doubt her talent. This

doubt compels her to seek a teacher who will be able to show her a

place to begin in order to become an artist.

She finds her teacher, Locke Smith, when she is emotionally drawn

to one of his sculptures at the university museum. Under Locke's

guidance, her struggles and involvement in the creative process, from

her earliest abortive attempts to sculpt a raccoon successively through

her other finished pieces, combine to form a portrait of the artist.

When Clara is in her domestic world, she and Anslow often spend

their evenings in the company of two couples, who are given first names

only--Hayes and Sarah; Evan and Louise. Hayes is a colleague of Anslow,

and Sarah was Clara's college roommate. While Hayes is content with

his teaching and his writing, Sarah, his wife, is frustrated with the

predictable routine of their lives.
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Evan, a lawyer, is a terse man whom Louise, his wife, describes

as a person who loves to set traps. He, like Anslow, is unable to re-

late to his wife in the present, and he teases her because she responds

to films about modern searches for meaning and self. Louise, a former

actress, like Sarah, had to abandon her personal interests when she

married. Sarah and Louise envy Clara because of her art.

One afternoon, Clara and her two sons are visited by a brown rab-

bit, which, unafraid, nibbles grass in their yard. At precisely the

moment that Clara is viewing the rabbit, Anslow unexpectedly arrives

to tell her of the death of her mother. She retreats into introspec-

tive communication with nature in order to come to an understanding of

death. Trance-like, she attends her mother's funeral and is able to

tolerate it because her mother is not there but in her garden, in the

grass. She does not go to Locke's for a month as she moodily remains

at her home, hardly sleeping at night so that she can escape to the. yard

to be with the animals. When Locke leaves a piece of walnut with Anslow,

Clara studies it and concludes that from the wood she will sculpt a

rabbit like the one she saw the day of her mother's death. With the

completion of the sculpted rabbit, she successfully returns to her art.

The death of her mother moves Clara closer to Locke, who possesses

a view of life like hers and her mother's. She finds a love and under-

standing with Locke similar to that which she knew with her mother. In

Locke's carriage-house studio, Clara tells him that she is in love with

him. But Locke, as teacher, remains aloof. Although he agrees that

they are very much alike, he tells her that any physical consummation

between them would cause her to regress rather than progress as an
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artist. They mutually decide that it is time for Clara to set up

her own studio at home.

While Clara is struggling with her mother's death and her art,

Anslow is consumed by the events surrounding a presidential election.

He is hurt and confused when Clara announces in the presence of Hayes

and Sarah, instead of in private, that one of her pieces, a glyptodont

which Locke has entered in a show, has taken a prize and will be exhib-

ited.

The celebration over Clara's glyptodont is balanced by a celebra-

tion over Anslow's candidate's victory. As usual, Clara is out of place

at the victory party and unconcerned about the elections. Later that

night, Clara tries to explain to Anslow that she needs some things to

remain permanent. She always needs to picture the glyptodont "never

extinct in the ferns; the raccoons begging by the feeder tray; the

armadillo in the grass; my mother in the garden" (p. 144). Again,

they are unable to understand each other's point of view.

Clara begins work on a walnut head of her mother in order to pre-

serve her vision of her mother and to fix her parents together in the

present moment. Soon after the exhibition of the glyptodont, Locke

informs her that he is moving to Houston. She is sad and loses herself

in her work and in nature. The novel ends with Clara sitting in the

grass watching the possum and reflecting on Locke's impending departure

and her identification with the possum.

The plot of the novel is tightly structured, for it begins and ends

with Clara Blue sitting in the grass. In the opening chapter, Hearon

immediately introduces the vital female and first-person narrator, and
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through her impressionistic reflections, the novel's basic conflict is

revealed: Clara--the vital female and artist--who is compelled to live

in the present moment because of her awareness of the passage of time

and the inevitability of death, is married to a man who is unable to

see her or to relate to her because he lives outside of the present

moment. The plot concerns primarily Clara's story, while the animal

symbolism, the Texas setting, and the minor characters all relate to

Clara's development as a vital female and artist. Much of the strength

of the novel lies in the portrait of the artist. Although Armadillo

in the Grass presents no resolutions, it provides impressionistic

revelations of a woman's personal reality. At the conclusion of the

novel, when Clara is reflecting on the distance she has traveled in

existential time as a vital female and artist in just a little over

a year in chronological time, a revelation is afforded: because of

the power of time to alter each day, her journey as an artist begins

anew with every dawn as she struggles to preserve experience in her

art. This revelation effectively unifies all the elements of the

novel.

The beauty and accuracy of Hearon's language in establishing a

sense of place are evident in Armadillo in the Grass. Clara's reaction

to a rainstorm depicts her awareness of the various Texas landscapes:

I imagine the rain in sheets of water coming east down through
sparse thirsty mesquite and scrub oak, down into the tall scented
pine forests banding the state, and on south, soaking palmettos
and flooding the salt grasses that hug the humid coast, and, in
rivers of rain, swinging back through the brush country into the
irrigated troughs of valley citrus and palms (p. 122).

Throughout the novel, every aspect of the Texas setting is seen, heard,

and smelled, as in this description of winter: "The cold creeps up
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the ravine carrying the end of the year in its teeth. I am sitting

out wrapped in a heavy coat watching the possum eat and smelling the

damp cedar thawing in the dawn" (p. 145). In contrast to this scene

are Clara's impressions of a spring morning: "The hills are leafed

a pale green. Daylight now comes at 5:45 a.m. and the birds and I

are full of the new piece of time we have. Over steaming coffee we

smell the sweet honeysuckle, which makes us chatter loudly" (p. 49).

Most importantly, Hearon compels the reader to awaken and experience

nature along with Clara, the vital female.

Insight into Clara Blue is immediately afforded by her name,

which symbolizes the process of vital self-clarification and revela-

tion in which she is involved. Unfortunately, the revelation she

gains, while enabling her to see herself more clearly, often makes

her melancholy when her introspection and solitude are infringed upon

by the demands of her domestic roles of wife and mother. As a vital

female, she attains essential self-awareness and replenishment through

her daily communication with nature, which begins with her participation

in the sunrise. Like the birds, she senses the coming of the dawn in

her sleep; therefore, she awakens instinctively to participate in the

reveille. For Clara, the dawn sounds the birth of a new never-to-be-

repeated day. Her experiencing of the dawn thrusts her into each day

fully aware of every moment. Also, the dawn, along with many other

aspects of nature, permits her to retreat into solitary introspection

where she discovers revelations which help her to clarify herself and

to maintain her vitality within her domestic world.

The most enlightening revelations she receives from nature are

disclosed during her nocturnal feedings of the armadillo, the raccoon,
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and the possum, and the solitary afternoon visit to her yard by a

rabbit. Her self-identification with and symbolic interpretation

of these animals reveal Clara's development and movement as a vital

female and artist. Most of these animals are female and are the

surviving descendents of ancient, extinct species. Clara's knowledge

of the phylogeny of the raccoon, the armadillo, and the possum enables

her to explain the symbolism of each animal and also to adjust her

interpretation as she moves toward clearer self-revelation.

One of her first symbolic interpretations occurs while she is

pondering whether or not to attempt a return to the artistic process.

While observing an armadillo and reflecting on its evolution, she

identifies with the female of the species,

who left South America's lush larvae-hung roots, to crawl under
a bony back up the length of mountainous Mexico across the muddy
Rio Grande, to make a nest under the baking Texas sun for her
four identical babies. For that armadillo--archaic, toothless,
slow, encased in a thin armor of small bony plates--it was a
long trip (p. 5).

For Clara, the attainment of her present level of solitary communication

with nature is the result of a long journey. Furthermore, a return to

the journey of artistic creativity, which might lead to further self-

clarification, will also be long as well as exhausting, like the journey

of the armadillo. The armadillo is also symbolic of vulnerability to

Clara, who, after an emotional encounter with Arch, her eight-year-old

son, sees his vulnerability as well as her own in the baby armadillo,

who is a "light-scared child in a suit of paper armor against the

world" (p. 54). She feels that her self-awareness which she experiences

during her involvement with nature is made vulnerable to compromise by

the demands of her husband and, at this point, by a return to art.
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Clara's vulnerability to compromise is further symbolized by the

two raccoons--fat, ragged, and ravenously omnivorous--which come on

small plantigrade feet to participate in the feeding ritual. She de-

tests the raccoons because of "what appears to be a constant desire to

please; . . . this willingness to compromise" (p. 7). She further

resents the raccoons' method of evolutionary survival, which involves

the use of facial muscles "to play all the angles . . . in and out

of trees and feeder trays ready to go along with everybody" (p. 7).

Clara hates the raccoon because it represents the compromise which

she fears and which she has already experienced to some extent in her

marriage. She resists the possibility of further compromises that

might cause her to regress from whatever self-integration she has

obtained. At this point, she sees a return to art as a possible

compromise because her private revelations would be exposed and

vulnerable in her artistic pieces. Furthermore, she fears the risk

of a compromising misinterpretation of her art.

With the loss of her mother, Clara learns that the ultimate

compromise against which she must struggle is death, which temporarily

impedes Clara's quest toward vital and artistic fulfillment as she

leaves her art to lose herself completely in nature and introspection

to search for a revelation that will help her adjust to death. The

revelation which nature offers her is symbolically revealed first

through the rabbit and later through the raccoon.

Immediately, because of both Clara's and her mother's involvement

with nature, she interprets the rabbit's visit to her yard the day of

her mother's death as a portent that, although her mother is physically
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gone, she remains in spirit still alive in the grass and in nature.

This knowledge of her mother's presence in nature is a great comfort,

but it is offset by the visit of a raccoon, which Clara again inter-

prets as compromising and foreboding:

a small furry raccoon straggles up to me. She is very small
and nosy. . . . Because it has never happened before--I have
never touched one before--because I don't know how to stop her,
the raccoon sniffs at my bare toes and my bare knees and my
shaking fingers. . . . She settles down into the nylon lap (p.82).

The raccoon represents death., which Clara has never had to deal with

before. The visit from the raccoon is the revelation she has sought

from nature. She realizes that death is the source of her feelings

of compromise because it has robbed her of her mother. By touching

the raccoon, Clara partially reconciles herself to her physical loss,

but she still has to struggle against the vapor of death which causes

her also to suffer a mental loss. With the passage of each day, the

memory of her mother fades like a mist which eventually evaporates

into nothingness. When she begs the raccoon to stay fixed in the

image she has of it, she is also begging the vision of her mother to

remain fixed:

"Don't come out of that--that frame I have around your picture.
This is no time . . . there is a funeral coming. . . . Oh,

little compromising enemy, please--" Tears stream down my cheeks
as I put my hands finally on her furry back and blur all the
pictures in the breathing warmth of her coat (p. 83).

The possum is another symbol of self-clarification for Clara

because the possum, "like humans, sees poorly, hears badly, moves

slowly, and eats messily. She has no defenses except to slow down

her breathing and play dead," and the possum is also compromised by

the raccoon and eats only what the raccoon has left in the feeder

tray (p. 7). Although she loves the possum, the self-recognition is
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painful because Clara realizes that most women are forced to deny

their needs for self-clarification and fulfillment and to accept the

compromising of their individuality within marriage. Most importantly,

one of the major revelations of the novel is symbolized and conveyed

through Clara's reinterpretation of the possum. At the beginning of

the novel, Clara identifies with the possum because it is a female

and a mother and, therefore, symbolizes the universal mother in all

species who, in spite of many hardships, lives only to feed and care

for her babies until they are able to fend for themselves. Seeing

herself, like the possum, the universal mother, Clara realizes that

it is a grim way to survive--foraging on left overs with babies
clinging to your back--but my defenseless friend the possum has
survived, while other species died out, through more centuries
than I can imagine. I respect her defenseless tenacity and love
to watch her eat (p. 8).

But the most symbolic aspect of the possum is the genetic miracle of

its opposable thumb, which, when recognized and used, has been signifi-

cant in the evolution of other species toward increased mobility. In

an early identification with the possum, Clara does not realize that

she possesses an innate miracle, like the possum's opposable thumb,

that she has overlooked--her artistic talent. But unlike the possum

that "never makes a new connection, never stumbles onto the possibili-

ties of her opposable thumbs, never changes," Clara does finally

recognize, accept, and use the possibilities for connection, change,

and movement afforded to her through her art (p. 150). With acceptance

of herself as an artist and through her communication with nature, she

is able to progress toward self-clarification and fulfillment as a

vital woman.
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Hearon's choice of animal symbolism is original and revealing. The

interpretive descriptions of the armadillo, the possum, and the raccoon

never baffle, but clarify the protagonist and her story. Furthermore,

the phylogeny of these animals is subtly stated so that the symbolic pat-

tern of the novel emerges as unified and integral. One example of this

is the use of the armadillo in the opening chapter to symbolize the ability

of the female of the species to survive and the ability of the artist to

survive the artistic journey. Clara's attainment of artistic fulfillment

and her break from Locke to exist as an independent artist are symbolized

by the sculpted glyptodont. The choice of this animal is appropriate,

for the word is derived from the Greek glyptos which means carved. The

glyptodont is an extinct South American ancestor of the armadillo. There-

fore, the actual and symbolic connection between the armadillo and the

glyptodont charts Clara's progress along the artistic journey and attests

to her ability to grow and survive extinction as an independent artist

and female. The use of the regional Texas animals and setting is, for

Hearon, a successful means of revealing and dealing with her vital female

character, Clara Blue, and her struggle for self-clarification.

In order to understand Clara's struggle within the confinement of

women's traditional roles, it is necessary to understand that she is a

vital female, although she is conditioned to accept the insulation and

the isolation of the female in society. However, the legacy which she

receives paradoxically contains the vital mores of communication with

nature, involvement with humanity, and awareness of the vital self, for

Clara's mother is also a vital female. Through Clara's stream-of-con-

sciousness and impressionistic association, the influence of her mother

in her development as a vital female is shown.
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As a vital female, her mother is pantheistically involved with

nature. As she transcends her human limitations and becomes the grass,

the stars, she sees "herself as slipping in and out of the world, with

no public face, as a part of all that moved" (p. 78). Unlike Clara,

prior to her marriage, she was actively involved with humanity. She

went out of the home, breaking the confines of the Southern female

culture, to teach, to act "when she thought it was time to act, helping

the blacks before it was in fashion, beyond what was required by con-

science, and in spite of the leisurely resistance of the South" (p. 78).

The mother possesses a vital self-awareness which keeps her con-

stantly involved in the journey of becoming whole in the present moment.

She cherishes the fragmentary present because she is aware of the speed

with which life moves toward impending death. She tells Clara to "be

in the world as if you were a stranger or traveller; when evening comes

expect not the morning; when morning comes expect not the evening" (p. 76).

She always advises Clara to live each day fully with awareness.

But in adherence to the traditional female legacy, which she

transmits to Clara, her mother abandons many aspects of her involve-

ment when she marries. Also, like Clara, she has married a man who

sees the world differently and will never understand her vitality or

see the person she really is. She was wrenched from her work to

marry and to rear sons. Clara's grandmother made her mother aware of

the limitations of the female within the traditional legacy, as evidenced

by this verse she often quoted:
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I was being human, born alone;
I am being woman, hard beset;
I live by squeezing from a stone
The little nourishment I get (p. 80).

Within the entrapment of marriage, she squeezes her nourishment from

her communication with nature. But most importantly, she makes Clara

aware of nature as a source of vital replenishment, and she includes

it within the legacy which she transmits.

Clara's earliest beginnings of her quest toward self-clarification

occur at the university, when she questions the credibility for her of

some approaches to life. She "had trouble accepting the difference

between a bird laid out on the lab table as an example of bone structure

and a bird as he dived under the trees" (p. 58). Dissecting the animals

and reducing them to facts cause Clara to lose rather than gain know-

ledge. The discrepancy between data and life becomes so great that

Clara struggles "between getting into and getting out of school" (p. 58).

During this crisis, Clara begins sculpting "rough damp outlines that

started almost as skeletons and grew into suggestions of living mammals,

birds, and reptiles. It did not answer all . . . Eshe] wanted to know

about what being alive meant, but it was a start" (p. 59). At precisely

this early stage in the quest toward self-clarification and creative

fulfillment, Clara begins seeing Anslow. Because she is in the midst

of a crisis, because she is not sure of the person she is, and because

she is a recipient of the traditional female legacy which has prepared

her to trust a husband and marriage to provide self-clarification and

self-fulfillment, Clara feels that marriage to Anslow is right for her.

But marriage to Anslow does not bring Clara self-awareness and fulfill-

ment. Instead, marriage entraps her and forces her to subjugate her
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quest for the meaning of life and self to her imposed duties of wife

and mother.

Ironically, Clara marries Anslow because he is so sure of the

past and the future, and she does not understand that for Anslow the

present is not significant. Clara is reassured that marriage would

work for her and Anslow, based on her father's explanation of marriage.

He explains marriage "with a theory of selectivity based on individual

anatomy. In other words, people married each other because they

looked like someone in their past who had mattered to them" (p. 60).

Her father decided that Anslow looked like her grandfather Callison,

who "had a narrow balding head, trim blond mustache, and gentle hands"

and whom she loved very much (p. 60). Clara finds herself in Anslow's

past in a photograph of "a plain woman, low to the ground, with strong

arms that used to hold Anslow close when his mother had a headache.

It was his Grandmother Blue, who stayed with them for ten years" (p. 61).

Finding herself in Anslow's past, Clara is convinced that she is the

girl Anslow wants. Furthermore, during their engagement, Clara feels

that when "Anslow built castles in the air for us, floated promises

on the moat of our future," some day that future would evolve into the

present (p. 62). But not until years later does Clara realize that

Anslow's future never. comes; that she is enough for Anslow, not because

she is a vital woman in the present, but because she is fixed in his

past.

To universalize further the frustration within marriage and the

pressure on the wife to submit to her husband's view, Hearon includes

Sarah and Louise, two minor but fully developed characters. Before
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marriage, both women were actively involved in life and were moving

toward self-fulfillment and knowledge, but like so many women, they

are forced to leave their involvement and their search for meaning

when they marry. But Sarah is aware of the conspiracy of marriage,

which urges women to busy themselves to keep from thinking:

"Did you ever notice, Clara, that as soon as you begin looking
at your navel and panicking there is always someone coming to
town or leaving or having a baby that needs a luncheon or shower
or party? Women must have devised their social life as a pre-
vention for madness!" (p. 129).

Louise, a former actress, now only plays roles at parties that serve

to further her husband's career. Most of her time is spent directing

her daughters "to wash their hair, or pick up their clothes, or hold

their heads up and smile;" to act out the part of the pretty female

and to accept the disappointments that a woman has simply because

life is full of them (p. 47). Although the traditional female legacy

and roles have failed her, Louise still transmits them intact to her

daughters. Louise is aware of the meaningless void in her life, and

she fears that she will slip away completely and be unable to see

herself even hazily, for no one, nothing, exists to fix her in time.

Clara's statement of Louise's pathetic loss of identity through

marriage universalizes the loss of identity of many women: "Now

with my eyes closed I see . . . [Louise] standing defeated in the

upstairs doorway. If your husband idealizes you at a moment in your

past, and your children are too lost in themselves to know you are

there, who is there to see you?" (p. 113). In her reflection about

Louise, Clara is aware that the possibility of losing identity exists

for her as well. Anslow sees her only in the past, and her children

are preoccupied with their own peer groups.
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Another cause of Clara's dissatisfaction and frustration within

marriage is her husband's misinterpretation of her communication with

nature: "'If I wandered around in the middle of the night feeding

scraps to half the four-legged animals in the state, I'd want some

proof of my sanity'" (p. 6). Furthermore, Anslow is unable to under-

stand that, when she is in nature, she achieves one kind of self-

integration and fulfillment: "It is enough for me to sit in the damp

grass in the dark nights through the speeding years because I know

who I am when I sit there: I am Clara Blue who hates the raccoon

and loves the possum" (p. 6). She is a vital visionary whose sensitivity

to all aspects of life in the present causes her to be vulnerable and

defenseless against involvement, which she knows is difficult to

understand: "How can I explain that when you have no shell at all

there are enough things that come right up and get under your skin . . .

so you don't have to look for things to get involved in" (p. 143).

It is precisely Anslow's misinterpretation and lack of understanding

of this part of her life that causes Clara to resist a return to art

because she knows that Anslow's motives in giving her the clay are

selfish. He hopes that if she produces something tangible like his

book, she will be converted to his view of life. Anslow reveals his

motives as he explains: "'I keep trying to get you to translate some

of the time and concern you spend on the ground with your animals into

something we can all share'" (p. 6). Possessing one of Clara's artistic

pieces would also enable him to share, as much as he is capable, in

her revelations without joining her in the experience of the present

moment. Ironically, Anslow's gift of clay is the catalyst for Clara's
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return to work; and, instead of moving closer to Anslow's view with

the production of a creative piece, Clara's own view of life is rein-

forced. Through her art she is now able to preserve and capture her

images of life, which further help her to struggle against the stifling

entrapment of marriage.

Clara begins her quest for artistic fulfillment when she chooses

to sculpt a clay raccoon. Her choice of this animal is significant

because at the beginning of her re-entry into the artistic struggle,

she fears her art will involve compromise; and, because of her fear of

compromise, she merely splices her art into her daily schedule of chores

with all its interruptions. Also, she has forgotten how to lose herself

and to trust her senses. Therefore, her many attempts at sculpting the

raccoon are abortive. Precisely at this point in the creative process

when the struggle is great and when her role as artist is unclear, she

seeks a teacher. It is highly important that Clara comes to Locke

Smith through his art, which is not compromising or devitalized and

entombed in a museum, but is standing free in the grass in the open air

of nature. His work is so powerful that Clara is immediately moved:

Two of the pieces, birds, made a hard knot in my stomach. The
large bird flapped its interminable pointed wings so loud my
head swam; the smaller bird stood on one foot, staring with one
protruding eye--he had no beak. They were very male, very bird,
but very individual. I knew them, in fact recognized them, as
if they were birds that lived under the live oaks. The name on
the figures said Locke Smith. Here was my teacher (p. 19).

Through the experience of Locke's sculpture, Clara realizes that in

art the vital aspects of the self and nature are not compromised but

are joined, released, and locked in time in the artistic piece.

During Clara's initial visit to Locke's studio, he reiterates

the advice of her mother that she must first become the subject of
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her art in order to gain a complete understanding of it. Locke adds:

"'then you have to forget the whole thing and give it to your hands.

Your eyes lie all the time; but your hands don't lie'" (p. 26). She

further learns in this first lesson that an artist must also lose

herself to her art--just as she loses herself to nature--so that the

outside world does not interrupt the creative flow. She is envious

of Locke's carriage-house studio because he has totally given himself

to his art with no interference.

Yet, even with Locke's guidance, Clara is unable to bring the

raccoon to life mainly because she has not become the raccoon. She

begins, instead, to sculpt the possum with which she identifies.

Clara's evaluation of her first completed piece is also an evaluation

of herself as artist and woman: "it is rough. The outline is too

blurred to tell about her, but she exists. It isn't a copy, but it

is hesitant, uncertain. . . . There is a suggestion of a face. It

is--as Locke would put it--a place to begin" (p. 41).

From this place of beginning, Clara moves from clay through

progressively harder media to walnut, stone, and bronze. With clay,

a very pliable medium, she has many chances to begin again, but with

walnut and wood, she has only one chance, as in life, to clarify and

fix her revelation in the artistic piece:

Clay worked so fast. The clay figure, if it turns out as you
want, is at best a suggestion. With the wax you work against
more--have more traction, overcome more gravity, raise more
dust--but this greater work makes a greater refinement. It
takes bleeding out of the armpits . . . (p. 71).

Therefore, she discovers that the pleasure of artistic creation comes

from the struggle against the medium itself, and that the harder the
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medium is, the greater the pleasure is. Clara explains: "It is easy

to understand the lure of working against an even greater push, of

working wood or stone or the large unyielding hunks of metal Locke

uses. Chiseling against the grain of marble: that would be a place

to begin!" (p. 71).

When Clara begins to work in walnut, she discovers that organic

media are merely borrowed from nature and entrusted to the hands of

the artist, which give birth to the dormant creature hidden within.

She defines the creative process in birth imagery as her entire body

labors to bring the walnut rabbit to life:

pulling the long sloping ears out of their hiding place in the
yellow grain of the wood, finding a plane in the wood to make
a tucked-in curve for the front teeth, a splayed out arch for
the hind legs straddling the waterpan, a small bluntness for
the wrinkling nose. I love him . . . (p. 100).

The creative process of sculpting is very sensual, involving

primarily the sense of touch. The artist's hands chisel, stroke, mold,

pull, and caress the medium to life. During the tactile creativity,

a kinetic flow exists between the artist and her sculpture as Clara

reflects that once the rabbit

is under my fingers the work moves in a circle flowing down into
the wood and up into my eyes and back into my hands: we make a
round curve of work that is smooth like the round curve of the
rabbit. While I am there I forget that my arms and shoulders
ache from the new resistance of this new medium (p. 100).

Crucial at this point in her artistic development--because of the death

of her mother, which causes her almost to abandon her art completely--

is Clara's discovery of the life-giving powers of art which enable

her to release the life of the rabbit into the walnut as well as to

release symbolically the spirit of her mother into nature. Furthermore,
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she is now fully aware that a termination of her artistic creativity

would involve a personal compromise of her quest for clarification and

fulfillment.

With the completion of each piece, she discovers that she has

given birth to a totally unique individual: "I am learning: each

animal I work has a face now, each one in her picture frame is sepa-

rate and different and matters to me" (p. 69). Since she trusts the

creative birth of her sculpture completely to her hands, her eyes are

wonderfully surprised at the distinct creature that emerges: "Last

week I roughed her out, paying no attention to her. Now I glance at

her casually, letting my eyes slide over her affectionately: a sweet

mother, a sweet musty thing with fleas, expecting thirteen teardrop-

sized babies" (p. 70). Clara then sees the sculpted possum as truly

alive:

Her sides flatten out, her nose slopes toward a rind. This leg
reaches out, this hip moves to balance the weight; straggly hair
grows out of the shoulders, the eyes seem to blink nervously;
long teeth protrude from the deep gash of her open mouth. She
squashes her opposable thumb into a vacant anthill [before her
delighted eyes] (p. 71).

With each completed piece she is able to see herself and life more

clearly. Especially for her, the artist, the experience of the creative

process is most important, not the finished piece that can be exhibited.

She also knows within the privacy and pleasure of the journey of crea-

tion that her work is good. But Locke cautions her that the real

struggle for an artist only begins at this point:

But you have to get up at dawn every morning and ask . . . [if
it's good] . You go to bed thinking you made the Venus de Milo
with three arms and you come in in the morning and there is a
twenty-five-cent plaster-of-paris penny bank. Every day you
have to fight the mail-order bit; it never gets any easier (p. 134).
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Clara completes her instruction with Locke, fully understanding and

accepting that her art will involve a continuous, daily struggle.

Locke Smith is the complementary vital male to whom Clara, as

a vital female, is drawn. Unlike Anslow, he lives in the present

moment. He is involved in nature so that, like Clara, he has to

greet the dawn "and listen to the sound of the sky hitting the earth"

(p. 149). Through his art and their conversations, he speaks to her

condition in a way in which no other person, except her mother, has

ever been able to do. Clara is immediately made aware of their common

vital links during her first visit to his studio when she recognizes

herself in his sculpture of a bronze pregnant girl. Clara is moved

to tears: "one is a standing slip of girl with her hands clutching

her wide stomach: she has little stubby legs and it is--me" (p. 27).

This sculpture helps her to realize further the fertility of her

art. After her first lesson, she is aware that she has found another

vital being whose artistic guidance, joined with her mother's legacy

and her involvement with nature, will help her continue to move toward

sel f -clari fication.

Clara is also physically drawn to Locke. She states early in

the novel that she wants to see him, as well as herself, less blurred.

Gradually, she recognizes that he has permeated her thoughts to the

extent that, after she has made love to Anslow and they are lying

together, her mind wanders to Locke. When she is with him, she is

fully aware of the physical excitement he conveys to her: "With

caution I looked at his light eyes. They are almost closed, wrinkled

at the corners, watching me. Something claws at my stomach but I
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keep looking at his eyes" (p. 55). Furthermore, his carriage-house

studio has become her home as she finds herself coming to life there

as she comes to life in nature. So with the death of her mother and

her realization that "when your mother dies you need to go home,"

Clara--the child who has lost her mother, as well as the vital woman--

is driven to reveal her love to Locke (p. 89).

Also, she sees in Locke a replacement for the vital life force

she recognized in her mother. Locke is the only one who seems to

understand that the vapor of death is so heavy that her vision of

her mother is rapidly fading. Furthermore, her father's and Anslow's

preoccupation with theories, data, the future, and their inability to

understand her reaction to death force Clara to lash out at her father

in anger: "'I didn't know you remembered Mother'" or ever saw her

(p. 105). She is further angered that they do not realize that her

mother, in one sense, will always survive in nature. She relinquinshes

her anger because of her despair that she, in many ways, cannot remember

her either: "I know I don't know any better than you do what she was

really like. It's just that I want everybody to see her so she won't

just slip away like a rock in the water after the ripples are gone

and you can't even tell where it was" (p. 106). With Locke's gift of

the walnut and their decision to avoid a physical consummation, Clara

discovers that it will be through her art in her own studio and through

nature that she will find the revelation that will enable her to survive

the death of her mother.

Clara is very lonely as she enters her garage to set up her

studio, which becomes a symbolic return to her mother's womb. It
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is in this primordial womb-like cave of creativity that Clara will be

truly reborn to vital participation in life through her art. For

Clara, the garage--which is damp and dripping and whose "rough rock

walls hide scorpions and occasional tarantulas" and where "the water

cooler drips all day . . . like the inside of a limestone cave--"

really becomes a studio when Locke christens it with a visit (p. 100).

He comes to Clara, not as a male, but as a teacher, an artist, another

vital being, to give her a piece of quarry stone. She carefully

studies the stone to learn what it contains: "It was to have been an

armadillo, but as I searched the rock I could see that the figure

buried deep inside was an earlier ancestor of the armadillo--a

heavy-plated glyptodont" (p. 109).

Through the use of sexual imagery, Clara's struggle in sculpting

the stone clearly becomes her means of releasing her unconsummated

physical desires for Locke: "The light of the wood was blinding, but

the fantastic opacity of the stone is harder yet on the eyes. It

swallows light, it swallows motion--it just lies there and you have

to quarry it out. I love it" (p. 110). This act of creation is so

overpowering to her senses that when the stone threatens to swallow

her, only a bowl of marigolds, whose smell she dislikes, keeps her

anchored in the room (p. 110). With its completion, Clara has

transferred her physical need for Locke into the glyptodont. She

next begins work on a bear that came to her in a dream: "I dreamed

of a wonderful bear with paws spread out in the round circle of a

hug, open in front of his chest. Unlike real bears, his face was

smiling and trusting. I wanted to give him the big hug he was expect-

ing" (p. 124). The bear is Anslow, and the dream reveals her
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decision to stay married to him. Furthermore, this dream helps her

to dismiss Locke's physical rejection of her with an almost satiric

explanation that the glyptodont has become extinct because of his

inability ever to find his mate during the breeding season. But most

importantly, Clara has come to agree with Locke that, although they

are very much alike, any physical involvement between them would impede

their art. Therefore, Clara decides to break from Locke in order to

reach self-integration and fulfillment as an artist and as a vital

female.

This revelation is more fully understood during the exhibition

of the glyptodont when Clara flees to nature where she sees her mother's

face: "I look once more at the creek rimmed with fall leaves, seeing

a walnut face that I might make framed with branches of sumac and

tallow trees" (p. 135). She realizes that by sculpting a walnut head

of her mother she can permanently fix and preserve her vision of her

mother and even place her in the present moment with her father in

spite of his inability to have ever done it himself. Moreover, during

her actual sculpting of her mother's head, she finds that not only

has she clarified her vision of her mother but also of herself:

It had been hard to work on a human face. Hard to grasp the
relation of features and bones and expression. I wished for
a chance to study the faces in Locke's studio. But instead
I had studied my own in the mirror peeling off with my eyes
down to the bone structure and then layering back muscles,
skin, hair, seeing finally the total impression that comes
from the look in the eyes, the angle of the head, the smile.
I realized that I had never seen myself before (p. 147).

This self-clarification enables her fully to comprehend her earlier

declaration of survival to her father and Anslow: "'Listen, Daddy,

I expect to survive when you are both stones facing the rising
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sun'" (p. 105). Her means of survival will be her art, her talisman

against the vapors of death and extinction, for not only does the artist

release life, she also preserves life by fixing it in time.

But along with the joy of this revelation is the anxiety over the

acceptance of the responsibility of the artist to embark on a quest for

creativity every single day. If the artist fails in the quest of

creativity, the possibility exists that she will fail to maintain her

self-integration and vital awareness. The novel ends with Clara

sitting in the grass reflecting on the revelations she has received

during her development as an artist and the difference between the

vital female and the possum:

We are not like the possum. There would not be the urgency to
capture my pictures forever in wood and stone and bronze if the
scene never changed. . . . It is knowing that no day ever comes
again that makes me get up to watch each new dawn light the edges
of our woods (p. 150).

Hearon's characterization of Clara Blue as a vital female is

convincing and successful, but at the same time Clara is an individual,

true only to herself, who progresses through her story free of artistic

manipulation. Hearon says that many readers have wanted Clara to have

an affair with Locke Smith, but Hearon remonstrates that a consummated

or unconsummated affair is not the point. The novel, in Hearon's opinion,

shows how a woman feels when she is trying to picture her mother who

has died (Interview I). Furthermore, Clara and Locke's decision not

to have an affair is the decision of two vital beings, not the author's.

Especially, in adherence to the legacy which she received from her

mother, Clara the artist, as well as the woman, must survive in the

world as an individual, not because she has had an affair, but because
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she has achieved self-integration. Thus, Clara universalizes the

struggle of women to survive the insulation and isolation of their

lives by making the decisions they do because of the limitations or

opportunities afforded them in a given situation.

Armadillo in the Grass is a haunting novel whose beautiful

descriptions of setting and rhapsodic style of language enter unob-

trusively one's consciousness, where they begin to seethe. Clara,

like all of Hearon's subsequent vital females, has no answers to the

stifling infringement of marriage, the isolation of the individual

within personal reality, the frustration of the urgency to live within

the present moment, or the power of death to alter a woman's vision of

her mother. But the examination of these problems along with Clara

aids in the individual quest for self-awareness, fulfillment, and a

means of dealing with time and death.



NOTES

CHAPTER II

'Shelby Hearon, Armadillo in the Grass (New York: Alfred A.

Knopf, 1968), p. 4. All further references to this work appear in

the text.
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CHAPTER III

THE SECOND DUNE

The Second Dune incorporates the basic pattern of Hearon's other

novels: the story of a vital female's quest for self-integration and

fulfillment within marriage. However, unlike Clara Blue in Armadillo

in the Grass, who never becomes sexually involved with the vital male,

Ellen Marshall, the vital female in The Second Dune, has been involved

in an extramarital affair with John Marshall, for whom she divorces

her husband. Her decision to marry a second time attests to her will-

ingness, like Clara Blue's, to adhere to the traditional. female legacy

and its promise that physical desires can be fulfilled through conjugal

love. Ellen's quest for fulfillment and self-integration reveals that

marriage, even to two different men, does not lead to vital fulfillment.

Just as Clara Blue discovers a source of fulfillment in her art, Ellen

must search for her own source of fulfillment independent of marriage.

Ellen's impressionistic reflections and associations are the medium

for communicating her quest for self-integration and fulfillment and

the revelation it affords her.

Except for one episode in Dallas, The Second Dune is set in

Austin in 1972; but through the stream-of-consciousness of the female

protagonist, the setting extends to the Gulf at Galveston and to

Mexico. The actual time span is only one month, for the novel begins

with "Friday, May 5," and ends on "Friday, June 2." For the most

part, The Second Dune is an impressionistic fragment of a woman's

48
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struggle to survive as an individual and to attain a lasting spiritual

and physical fulfillment within marriage. There are several events

which make up the plot structure of the novel and act as the catalysts

for Ellen's reflections on her two marriages and on her past in Galves-

ton. Therefore, the primary action, conflict, and revelations of the

novel occur within the mind of Ellen Marshall, the first-person narrator.

The Second Dune opens with Ellen and her four-year-old daughter,

Ellen Nor, searching for fossilized remains of the geological past

when an ocean once covered the Balcones Fault. The fossil hunt reminds

Ellen of the Gulf at Galveston, where she returns in her mind to her

youth. Her retrospective look at her past reveals her involvement with

the sea and explains her annual migration back to the coast on her

birthday. Returning to the present and Ellen Nor, she reflects on

the education of her daughter and the love relation that exists between

a mother and daughter.

In contrast to her relationship with her daughter, Ellen is

reminded of the strain of her relationship with her twelve-year-old

son, Frank, because of her divorce from his father, Franklin Hawkins.

Furthermore, her relationship with John, her husband, is also strained

because of the major conflict within their marriage--John spontaneously

collects people and is unable to reserve for himself and Ellen a private

time each day when they can be alone. John upsets Ellen when he -permits

people to intrude on her privacy by unexpectedly inviting them into

her home. Furthermore, John's involvement in his brother's divorce

and his misunderstanding of her annual birthday return to the sea

cause her to begin to reexamine her first marriage to Franklin and her

decision to divorce him.
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The second part of the novel reveals that Ellen's doubts about

her second marriage are growing. When she unexpectedly meets Franklin,

she realizes that the things which irritated her about him do not seem

so bad now. She begins to conclude that John's presence and the insti-

tution of marriage prevented her from seeing Franklin clearly. Most

importantly, she remembers that Franklin, as well as respecting her

birthday return to the sea, understands it.

Ellen leaves her reflections about Franklin to dress for what

she believes is to be a private dinner with John. Instead John invites

friends to join them. Ellen is furious as she sees John once again

choosing to be with a group of people instead of alone with only her.

Later in their room, they argue over their conflicting needs. Ellen

knows that she could bring them to a reconciliation by physically

giving herself to John, but she chooses to remain aloof. She is fully

aware, at this moment, that she is wanting Franklin and the privacy

of her first marriage.

In the final section of this novel, Ellen decides to make a

compromise for John and her marriage: she decides to remain inland

for her birthday and to have a party for John with all of his relatives.

When Ellen offers her decision to him, she knows that he does not

comprehend the generosity of her gift. During the days prior to her

birthday, she finds herself consciously struggling to enjoy their

lovemaking, even to the extent of lying to John about her feelings

for him and their marriage. Also, she reflects on their honeymoon

in Mexico, which she now feels clearly revealed that the conflict

between them existed even then.
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While her decision to remain inland does not immediately affect

the conflict between her and John, Ellen feels that her compromise has

been worthwhile in that it eases the conflict between her and her son.

Frank lets her know that he is beginning to understand that she must

care very much for John if she had been willing to leave his father;

therefore, it is Frank's gift of his understanding of his mother when

he tells her, "Look, it's okay," that makes the birthday party signif-

icant for Ellen. 1

The novel ends two weeks after the party, with Ellen reflecting

on the implications of her decision to remain inland as she compares

herself to the female land crab, who is well past the second row of

dunes.

The plot of the novel is tightly structured around Ellen's in-

volvement with the sea and her identification with its'creatures, as

exemplified by both the opening and closing references to the female

land crab. Although the action in the physical world is sparse, the

action within Ellen's mind, as within Clara Blue's, is intricate and

tumultuous, for her sensibility compels her to live in the past as

well as the present. Furthermore, Hearon's use of impressionism and

the first-person narrator centers the action within Ellen and prevents

any deviation from her personal struggle.

Like Armadillo in the Grass, The Second Dune closes with a plot

revelation as opposed to a resolution, but because the overt action

of The Second Dune is so limited and because Ellen--unlike Clara Blue

as the artist--has not found her source of fulfillment at the end,

the novel emerges as a fragment. The fragmentary quality of the
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novel has received both praise and criticism. As previously noted,

Vivian Gornick has stated that the novel is a fragment at its worst,

because it does not end in a revelation or observation. Hearon feels

that Gornick was looking for a feminist statement at the conclusion

of The Second Dune; therefore, the failure of a novel to end in the

revelation that one would like does not mean it is not successful or

truthful (Interview I). Furthermore, Hearon explains that, although

she deals with the entrapment of women in marriage and their quest

for fulfillment, she, as author, is not justified to enter into the

plot and alter these women's reality to make the novel end the way

one would like. If a feminist statement had been added at the end of

the novel, Hearon believes that The Second Dune would no longer be

literature but simply a polemic tract (Interview I). Unlike a polemic

statement, The Second Dune concludes with the revelation that Ellen's

quest for fulfillment will not end with her second marriage. Hearon,

seeing the novel offering this revelation, explains that "all marriages

are alike. If you keep the same movie and just change the leading man,

the problem will not be solved until you change the movie" (Interview I).

The novel is successful as a fragment, and its concluding revela-

tion is valid precisely because Ellen is still involved in the quest

for self-integration and fulfillment. At the moment in time when she

decides to remain inland, she is not sure if her compromise will be

good or bad, but it is the decision she makes, and it is with its

risks and results that she will have to live as she continues her

struggle to survive as a vital female.

Like Hearon's other vital females, Ellen has essentially come

to her self-awareness and replenishment through her communication
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with nature, but it is primarily from the sea, in an annual ceremony

of spiritual and physical immersion, that she gains a replenishment.

The sea is fundamental to Ellen's vital self-awareness. From her

first elated baptism in its waters as an infant, until her marriage,

which carried her inland to Austin, the Gulf at Galveston had been

a daily source of fulfillment and replenishment for her. However,

Ellen makes it clear to both of her husbands that she has not come

inland to stay, only to visit, and that like the waterfowl she must

migrate annually to the sea. Ellen is like the mermaid in whose body

exists the genealogy of both the sea creature and the human female.

Her identification with the sea compels her to return to the gulf

annually: "Each year on the second of June I make an annual trip

alone to watch the world break whole, climbing a new day over the edge

of the sea, making me a year older" (p. 23). In this ceremony she

immerses herself in the sea, where she is replenished and reborn to

another year of life.

While her body is being rejuvenated, her mind reflects on all

her earlier fragmented selves that she had discarded in the sea: "This

pilgrimage to home, to all my earlier selves, has not varied through

two husbands. It is a birthday present to myself: myself. It is a

return to the beach that is the backdrop for all the scenes I play"

(p. 23). For the brief duration of the ceremony, all the fragmented

parts of her past and present consciousness are harmoniously joined.

Unfortunately, the sacredness of her ceremony is not fully understood

by John. Ellen tries to make him understand that just going to Gal-

veston on any day desecrates the ceremony: "'I have to be there

on the day.' It has to do with habit, with ceremony: birds
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don't migrate at random times" (p. 56). By faithfully following the

ceremony, Ellen not only temporarily achieves a self-integration, but

she also transcends her human limitations to reclaim her genealogy of

the sea:

[Removal of the swimming suit] allows my bare and rounded body
to plunge into the thrust of water spilling against the earth.
Swimming out into the tide until the shoreline disappears. . . .
I can move as unseen as any other ocean dweller, carried by the
current downshore--far above the deep scattering layer below
which dwell the uncountable bulk of life on our planet, who
travel the bottom, eating one another (p. 27).

As she is reborn again as a vital female, she reflects on the birth

of the first forms of life, which.she feels "began as an amino acid

searching for a warm lagoon to nest in" (p. 30).

When Ellen returns to the "dry-land world" of husbands, removed

from the sea, she and her daughter search for any traces of the an-

cient ocean that once covered the Balcones Fault (p. 29). Their

search sometimes uncovers pelicypods, gastropods, and echinoids, but

Ellen explains that it is rare to find these former sea creatures

intact because their backbones are so fragile. Ellen knows that she,

being a type of sea creature, is fragile and can be broken when she

is away from the sea. Nature reminds her of the link of all life

with the sea; when in a park, she reflects on a time past when it

"once was a swimming pool for marine lizards of great size" (p. 148).

Being away from the rejuvenating powers of the sea, Ellen becomes

parched and thirsts for water like the Texas landscape. When rain

does come, all of her senses ingest the water, while her vital aware-

ness affords an understanding and interpretation of the rain: "Under-

ground one can hear the roar of water cutting future caves; it is like

walking high above the river Styx" (p. 79).
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Ellen is further aided in her self-clarification by the mermaid,

the land crab, and the salamander, with which she identifies. All of

the creatures are female amphibians, which are dependent upon the sea,

in part, for their existence; hence, their survival while on land is

tentative and involves compromising changes.

Like a mermaid, Ellen is dependent on her beautiful weight of

hair which she wears loose like a mantle when she is in the sea or

preparing herself for her lover. Ellen strongly identifies with the

mermaid, who, she believes "gave up her life at sea for love, deformed

her tail into legs, and tore her chest with air" (p. 80). Ellen also

comes away from the sea to dwell on land for the love of a man. Al-

though Ellen conceived her first child on land, she entered the sea

so that the child within her could experience the

wet supporting world that buoys up the back, washes against her
baby like a continual caress, [while] . . . her loose ropes of
hair [float] . . . like seaweed on the crest of every wave.

Once back on dry land, a mermaid out, she feels the baby
settle and her back aches; her feet are sharply reminded that
it is a husband's dry-land world (p. 29).

Another source of self-clarifying revelation is Ellen's identifi-

cation with the blind Texas salamander. To Ellen, the female salamander

symbolizes the degree of compromise that a creature undergoes when it

rejects one environment and forces itself to live in another. The

salamander rejected its amphibious life and chose instead to return

to the water, even though this water flows under the Balcones Fault,

where the salamander would spend "its life, sightless and underground,

dead-ended" (p. 79). Ellen imagines that this salamander, like the

mermaid, out of love for a male,
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gave up all thought of land, of evolving into a dinosaur, even
gave up her eyes and taste of air and feel of land for someone
who could not leave the water. And there she has stayed with
her legs no longer required for swimming, her color not needed
for camouflage, her shovelhead becoming as transparent as the
artesian well she lives in (p. 80).

Ellen strongly identifies with the salamander's blind-alley existence

because in both of her marriages she has had to change and sacrifice

her daily involvement with the sea.

The aridity of marriage for the vital female is further symbolized

by the female land crab, which, "having returned to the sea to spawn,

repeats the long journey inland past predatory sea birds, across the

sand dunes beneath a scorching sun, to make her home at last by some

waterhole which will moisten her gills and quench her thirst" (p. 1).

Ellen's initial attempt to quench her vital thirst was her first

marriage. Finding her physical needs unfulfilled, she enters marriage

a second time in an attempt to find a replenishment. As the novel

progresses to its final revelation, the symbolic female land crab

appears again still journeying, but she is well past the second dune.

Ellen realizes that she must continue her journey beyond her second

marriage until she finds a waterhole--a fulfillment-which can be her

means of vital replenishment and survival away from the sea.

Removed from the sea, Ellen undergoes a pseudo-immersion which

helps to replenish her when she retreats into the solitude of her

bedroom, which is her domestic waterhole, her oasis:

it is a seascape: a room washed in palest celery, a canvas of
water lilies by Monet. It is the green of the underside of
leaves, grass lightened with dew, the sea on a rainy day. The
pale carpet, the cotton coverlet bound in silk, the chaise,
sheer curtains layered like thicknesses of spider web to mute
the light, all aim at the translucence of a certain depth of
water (p. 23).
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It is within this room that Ellen is able to preserve, frozen in time,

her connection with the sea: "Its curtains drawn against the heat, it

is aloof from the speeding world below" (p. 31). Also within this room,

Ellen retreats into introspection in order to understand herself as a

vital woman who, paradoxically, wants to be physically fulfilled by a

spontaneous vital male, although she resents his intrusion upon the

order in her room: "The room is as silent as a primeval fern forest

before the first footsteps fell. . . . Order lies upon it everywhere,

as glistening as dew. And as essential" (p. 31). Furthermore, within

the stillness of her room, "which is as quiet as if beside a stream

beneath a row of willows," Ellen realizes that, in leaving Franklin

and her first marriage, she has compromised the order and solitude

necessary for replenishment and clarification of herself as a vital

female independent of the traditional legacy with its self-denying

roles (p. 114).

Ellen as a daughter is a recipient of a traditional female legacy.

Her mother, in adherence to this legacy, "pruned and mulched [herself]

* . . until she grew herself as dwarfed and mannered as a boxwood

hedge" (p. 77). Therefore, Ellen's mother encouraged her daughter to

accept the insulation and isolation of the traditional female within

her domestic world and to prepare herself to be worthy of a husband

and marriage. As a young woman, Ellen had been taught to be pretty

and desirable, but aloof from any contact with a man, including her

father:

My father did not deal directly with me, as if he had decided
that a girl was a child you dealt with through a mother. Had
he and I made contact, I might have learned sooner who I was,
and done less damage on the way. . . . Had he hugged me . .
or spanked me . . . it would have taught me that love and touch-
ing are inseparable from the start (p. 78).
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Although the realities of a male were shrouded in mystery, Ellen had

been conditioned to trust him to release her from the seclusion of

her parents' home and the identity of her father's name into the shel-

ter of a new home and a new identity. The coming together of husband

and wife in conjugal love is a tenet of the legacy, but physical love

is never explained. Whenever Ellen did ask her mother about sex, she

was told: "'You'll have time enough to go into all that when you get

married,' or 'You'll find out all about that when you're married.' Such

comments to girls make marriage seem the answer to all secrets. No

wonder we rush into it" (p. 149). Therefore, Ellen's mother encouraged

her to repress any questions about sex by promising her that within

marriage, through her husband, she would find the answers to all secrets.

Along with the pressure on the female to marry is the pressure to pro-

duce children, even though childbearing may result in a woman's self-

annihilation. Once a woman adds motherhood to her traditional roles,

she must further subordinate any desires she may have as an individual

woman to her duty as daughter, wife, and mother. She must readily

accept heir role of "looking after" husband and children and devote her-

self to "doing her husband proud," whether she is cooking for him or

meeting him at the club for a drink (p. 44). Most importantly, she

must preserve the sacred union of marriage at all costs.

Ellen observes the negative effect of the traditional legacy in

the lives of Laura Ann Maitland and Velma Marshall, her two sisters-

in-law. Even though Laura Ann "is the Princess of her parents' expecta-

tions . . . and maintains . . . an air of pleasing that goes with

walking down the runway, a glowing Bluebonnet Belle" in adherence to
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the traditional legacy, she is a failure as a woman and as a wife in

the eyes of her husband because she is unable to give him a child (p. 81);

Furthermore, her husband, Edward Maitland, does not understand or

care that he is annihilating her emotionally and physically with each

miscarriage.

In response to his wife's third miscarriage, her husband becomes

defensive as he says: "'I'm almost thirty'" (p. 41). The child-like

Laura Ann affords Ellen a pathetic example of the entrapment of the

female within the traditional marriage:

Now Laura Ann is pregnant no longer. I imagine her sitting,
weeping, in the blue-painted room, trying to decide when to
start again to make another baby. In the meantime she will
have to keep the duplex clean and serve my brother his preformed
breakfasts that pop from cardboard boxes (p. 89).

An example of the ostracism of a woman who dares to reject her

entrapment in marriage is Velma Marshall, the wife of John's brother

Harold. Although Velma has dutifully adhered to the traditional legacy

by giving her husband five children, she is unfulfilled in her marriage

because her husband, a minister, is more concerned about his congregation

than he is about his wife. Regardless of the neglect Velma has suffered,

her decision to divorce her husband for another man is judged as cruel

and inhuman. Ellen is shocked at the lack of empathy John and his

brothers feel for Velma. In disbelief, Ellen listens as John tells

her that when Velma left his brother, "'She didn't even leave his

clothes clean or the dishes washed. And it was Saturday night, the

night before church, and he was working on his sermon'" (p. 138).

In response, Ellen reflects: "Imagine, Velma: not only adultery, but

bad maid service" (p. 138). Therefore, John's disgust over the situation
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is not because Velma has committed adultery but because she left the

house in disorder.

In order to save herself and her daughter from the plight of

Laura Ann and Velma, Ellen alters the traditional legacy to a vital

legacy of self-awareness and independence: "I am anxious that she

not be limited in her scope, that she not be confined to quilting,

weeding, or digging like her forbears" (p. 81). This legacy will,

above all, be transmitted to Ellen Nor honestly, especially in regard

to sex. Honesty is absolutely necessary if Ellen is going to free

her daughter to experience physical love with a vital male without

the entanglement of marriage. Furthermore, Ellen Nor must continue

to relate to. her father, who is her link with the male world, directly

and realistically, for through her affection for him as well as for her

mother, she will be aware that love is synonymous with touching.

In giving Ellen Nor a clearer understanding of the male early in

her development, Ellen frees her to concentrate on seeing herself

clearly as a distinct individual, often in relation to the male but

independent of traditional responses. Ellen permits her daughter to

establish her own identity, which is also independent of her mother's,

as exemplified in her choosing a variation of their shared name in

order to distinguish herself from her mother:

She was my namesake, a smaller Ellen. But when she was three
and all her cakes were decorated with a trinity, serene that
it was her due, she asked me for another, longer name. One
that was not to be shared. So we picked Eleanor, which deco-
rates itself on her as Ellen Nor: two bigger proper names.
. . . She and I never say it wrong (p. 10).

Also, the pressure to marry does not exist in the vital legacy,

since marriage is seen, above all, as an entrapment: "The trouble
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is that happily-ever-after is a country run by husbands, away from

the footlights" (p. 81). Instead of looking to marriage to provide

answers and divulge secrets of self-integration, this legacy encour-

ages the vital female to look inward for clues to her destiny. In

reaction to the fairy-tale fantasy that surrounds the traditional

female legacy, Ellen explains: "My conviction is that girls who

know the right spells to cast can get out of their own towers without

waiting for some passing prince" (p. 81).

In order for Ellen Nor to know the right spells which will en-

able her to free herself, Ellen is giving her a full education about

the world and especially nature. Such a broadened scope will not

only permit Ellen Nor to achieve self-integration as a vital female,

but also will enable her to achieve a comfortable autonomy in the

outside world. This autonomy will enable her to transcend the fra-

gility of the traditional female's insulation and isolation. The

vital legacy also permits Ellen Nor, like her mother, to experience

life fully in the present moment. Thus, Ellen Nor receives an honest

"grail-passing love" which will enable her to resist the dead-ended

plight of the salamander, the self-compromise of the mermaid, the

self-annihilation of Laura Ann, and the ostracism of Velma (p. 6).

As a vital female, she will not have to make the futile journey of

the female land crab to search for an oasis to replenish herself, for

her source of replenishment, her vital female legacy, will always be

within her.

In contrast to the relationship between a mother and daughter

which involves the grail-passing love, Ellen describes the relationship

between a mother and son as a "cord-cutting love" (p. 13). Ellen
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understands Frank's need for independence, which is like her own and

Ellen Nor's. Furthermore, as a mother, she realizes that "the essence

of the love one has for sons is that we must stand them on their feet

and let them go, to group themselves with other men, to group themselves

by peers" (p. 13). Ellen is acutely aware that just as Ellen Nor is

dependent upon her for the transmission of a female legacy, so Frank

is dependent upon his father for a male legacy: "One special relation-

ship that one must leave alone is that of a son with his father. And

that is the very one that I restricted when I took Frank from Franklin"

(p. 14). Ellen realizes that her quest for fulfillment, which led her

to another man, has partially impeded Frank's receiving his male legacy.

Furthermore, the mother and son relationship between Ellen and

Frank is extremely strained because she divorced his father. Frank

is removed from his mother and treats her "as a woman who cheated be-

hind his father's back" (p. 11). Ellen finds it difficult to be honest

with Frank, to be herself, and not slip into the safety of her role as

mother. She suffers a great deal of guilt over robbing him of "a rooted

union, one set [of parents]. . . on the limbing genealogy" (p. 76).

Instead, she has given Frank "the embarrassment of uncles one must be

introduced to, a funeral for a grandmother one has acquired at seven,

a father one sees every other weekend--and a mother who was a woman

first" (p. 77). The effect of her individuality on him also causes

her to worry as she sees Frank struggle to understand a mother who

fully responds first to herself as a woman and then to herself as a

mother. But in fulfillment of her role as a mother and out of her love

for Frank, Ellen constantly struggles, even to the point of compromising

some aspects of her vital self, to help him understand and accept her

as a woman.
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Both Franklin Hawkins and John Marshall possess certain character-

istics of the complementary vital male; therefore, Ellen, at different

stages of her self-awareness, is drawn to each of them. Unfortunately,

neither man possesses a complete vital sensitivity which would enable

him to relate to both the spiritual and physical needs of a vital woman;

hence, Ellen is not completely fulfilled by either of them.

Ellen is drawn to Franklin because of his sensitivity to nature,

which enables him to join Ellen in the experience of the present moment.

However, Franklin's relationship to nature, and in particular to the

sea, is as an observer: "Franklin was a man born on land who did not

like to get his feet wet; he liked to keep the sea at a distance, to

observe" (p. 116). As a vital male, he respects and understands Ellen's

need to participate actively in her sea ceremony because she "was a

woman accustomed to the ocean, who liked to plunge in over her head

in the submerged world of the great green anemones" (p. 116). When

they were married, even though Franklin remained on shore while Ellen

was in the water, they were both involved in the same moment: "There

by the pier, at the water's edge, we were both at home" (p. 116). Thus,

Ellen's greatest fulfillment with Franklin was their spiritual communion

with nature and his ability "to share with her the reality of the actual

ocean shore" (p. 115). It was Franklin's sense of order and invariability

joined with his sensitivity to Ellen and the sea and his awareness of

impending death that compelled him to keep "unaltered [her] . . . birth-

day pilgrimage, who understood its significance" (p. 101).

When Ellen and Franklin returned inland, he respected the privacy

of her room and understood it as a source of vital replenishment
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for her when away from the sea. It was Franklin who first called

it her waterhole as he likened Ellen to an eland coming to drink

"from the springs of solitude before going down to the crowded

day" (p. 115). He transferred this existing order in her room to

every aspect of their life, and he guarded it against the intrusion

of the chaotic outside world. Therefore, Ellen's vital fulfillment

with Franklin came from his sensitivity to the sea, his ability to

join her in the present moment within nature, his preservation of

her annual sea ceremony, and his establishment of order within their

personal reality.

For Ellen, the conflict between her and Franklin had occurred

because his adherence to order had taken precedence over passion:

"In bed we came together as orderly as breakfast toast, patting each

other on completion as one napkins the corners of one's mouth, sweep-

ing the crumbs away to sleep" (p. 57). This lack of spontaneous

passion left Ellen physically unfulfilled. Also, Ellen found herself

stifled in a routine "so ordered that there was no scheduled time to

admit unfaithfulness, to mention that which was outside the pattern"

(p. 15). The inflexibility of their life is exemplified by Ellen's

having to schedule an appointment at Franklin's office in order to

make "an interval to discuss divorce" (p. 15). Because Ellen had been

convinced that she and Franklin were reinforcing all that was lifeless

in each other and because she believed the spontaneous passion with

which she and John made love would reinforce all that was vital within

her, she left Franklin to marry John.

Ellen is drawn to John because he is not an observer or a voyeur,

but a vital participant in life. He is amicable and gregarious to the
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point where he actively participates in the lives of the people he

loves, and he uninhibitedly expresses his affection for them. When

he makes love with Ellen, his affection becomes spontaneous passion,

which transforms her once again into "the native girl . . . on the

beach, her skin scented with oil, showing all she had" (p. 115). Be-

cause of his spontaneous passion, Ellen is able to release and enjoy

all of her vital passions that had been repressed in her adolescence

and untouched in her marriage: "I go back, as I always do in love,

to being sixteen on the beach; having my top at last untied, my pants

at last pulled down. . . . Beneath [John] . . . my waves still come,

and my eyes, opening, still make stars" (p. 59). John, as a vital

male, makes touching synonymous with loving. Furthermore, it is

only during lovemaking that John leaves his involvement with others

to experience with Ellen the present moment. Ellen receives her

greatest fulfillment during her physical lovemaking with John, and

it is because he is able to satisfy her vitality that she marries him.

For Ellen, the conflict with John stems paradoxically from his

gregariousness, which never permits him to remove himself from in-

volvement with his family and the outside world in order to be just

her lover and husband. Ellen sees him like a winner who is always in

the midst of an admiring crowd, but she disdainfully concludes that

perhaps marrying him was a mistake: "As if any woman in full posses-

sion of her mind would love a winner, for they are never alone; they

always travel with a camp of followers" (p. 60). The shocks and

surprises which Ellen had felt her structured life with Franklin unfor-

tunately precluded are a common, irritating in trusion in her life
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with John. Ironically, Ellen is forced to schedule private dinners

out so that she and John can be alone; yet still he invites intruders.

Ellen angrily lashes out at John in her mind:

Why not give him what he wants: a fun time around the dinner
table. We'll have lots of wine, tell funny stories, and come
rolling in, John and his wife, at two o'clock, dropping our
shoes in the hall, our clothes on the stairs,. . . and then
fall together in sex, screwing like strangers, like married
people (p. 133).

Ellen begins to doubt whether two people so different except when

they are in bed can sustain their vital involvement within marriage.

Also, Ellen discerns a conflict in their reasons for marrying.

She feels that she married John because she believed he was the vital

male who could fulfill her physically; furthermore, she believed his

outgoing personality would be good for Frank. When she discovers

John's reasons for marriage, Ellen tells him, "'You married me so you

could take me home"' (p. 65). John adds, "'I guess I married you be-

cause you could make things grow'" (p. 66). Also, John "'hated sneaking

around like that, hated not being able to tell everybody'" (p. 65).

Furthermore, he felt it was only fair to let Franklin know about their

affair. At this point, she does not believe that such reasons are a

justification for ending her first marriage and destroying a man (p. 132).

Ellen is further disillusioned about her marriage to John when

she observes his reactions to his brother's divorce from Velma. Ellen

gains an insight into John that is totally void of any understanding

of women and especially of a vital woman like herself. John is shocked

that a divorce could happen in his family. He completely ignores Ellen's

extramarital affair with him as he condemns Velma for leaving Harold

out of love for another man. His disassociation from Ellen's divorce
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causes her to doubt whether John really wants a vital female or, in-

stead, just a woman to slip into the traditional role of wife: "who

will follow the Boy Scout Creed, and be all those things I haven't

been: loyal, trustworthy, obedient, thoughtful, all the rest. Surely

friendly is the first" (p. 140). But Ellen readily accepts the blame

if their marriage is indeed a mistake as she reflects: "the fault is

mine for taking the job if I never intended to give out merit badges.

He didn't hide his need for trophies" (p. 140).

Ellen realizes that she needs both the spiritual fulfillment of

Franklin as well as the physical fulfillment of John. Furthermore,

by simply switching husbands she has sacrificed one fulfillment in

favor of another which has brought her no farther in her quest for

self-integration. Complete fulfillment for Ellen in a male-female

relationship is possible only with a vital male in whom both the spir-

itual and physical sensitivities are embodied. Ellen is not sure that

a vital male exists, and she is suffering guilt for having left Franklin

and having hurt him and Frank only to find her second marriage as dis-

satisfying as the first. Ellen becomes more convinced that perhaps

marriage itself, more than the individuals involved, is to blame for

her dissatisfaction as she reflects on her feelings for John before

they were husband and wife: "Passion then, being clandestine, was

easier to come by. In marriage it is more rare" (p. 59). Ellen

concludes that perhaps the greatest physical fulfillment that she will

ever experience came during her extramarital lovemaking with John.

Ellen blames herself further for trusting marriage to ensure

fulfillment. Furthermore, she comes to realize that both of her

husbands have fulfilled her as much as they are able:
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Married to Franklin, convinced that the confinement of our habits
was imposed by him, not able to see that Franklin, accustomed to
providing, must have constructed our routine to meet my needs, I
had wanted John in my room. To inhabit it, to litter it, to undo
my austere and scheduled existence. I had asked the Prince to
ride up my glass mountain on his horse, and then withheld the
golden oranges . . . (p. 160).

It is at this point that Ellen realizes she must look to herself,

rather than to a husband, for her means of fulfillment and survival

as a vital female just as she encourages Ellen Nor to do. But this

realization is overshadowed by her guilt over her feelings of rest-

lessness. Therefore, Ellen offers to compromise when she -decides

to break from her sea migration and remain inland for her birthday.

Only in retrospect will she be able to weigh the effect of this decision

on her and her family. It is a dangerous compromise for her vital self,

for it has been mainly through her replenishment in the ocean that she

has been able to survive in the dry-land world of husbands. However,

Ellen has survived thus far as a vital female, and the conclusion of

the novel makes it clear that, although Ellen has offered to compromise,

she has not abandoned her quest for fulfillment; and, like the female

land crab who is now past the second dune, still searching for an inland

waterhole, Ellen will continue past her second marriage in search of

vital fulfillment.

Ellen Marshall successfully emerges as another example of Hearon's

vital female. Again, Hearon has allowed Ellen to develop as an individ-

ual. Ellen's distinct personality is revealed through the stream-of-

consciousness technique so that the reader is shown impressionistically

the person she is. However, the reader is only permitted to see Ellen

as she sees herself, but her view appears accurate, for Ellen's self-

description vacillates with her moods and her progress toward clearer
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self-integration. While waiting for John as his lover, she sees her-

self like Rapunzel or a bare Godiva under a mantle of hair; but when

she dresses to greet her brother, she describes herself thus: "Leaving

my damp hair hanging down, I dress in black cotton pants and a black

T-shirt--I look like a crow wading in the sprinkler" (p. 37). Since

Ellen is able to alter her view of herself in order to see herself

more objectively, her impressions of others can be accepted as accu-

rate. Trust in Ellen's objectivity is important because it is only

through her eyes that the other characters are revealed. The use of

stream-of-consciousness is not only effective in developing Ellen com-

pletely so that she is seen in the past as well as the present, but

also in developing the minor characters as they people Ellen's past

and present consciousness.

Ellen's struggle to integrate her past and present selves in

order to emerge as a vital female suggests the quest of the contempo-

rary individual. And like so many other modern protagonists whose

quest leads to disillusionment and futility, Ellen's journey has brought

her to a second unfulfilling marriage; but, like Clara Blue, who must

begin the artistic journey again every day, Ellen, too, will continue

her journey past the second dune, past her second marriage.



NOTES

CHAPTER III

Shelby Hearon, The Second Dune (New York: Alfred A. Knopf,

1973), p. 177. All further references to this work appear in the

text.
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CHAPTER IV

HANNAH'S HOUSE

Hannah's House involves the same basic pattern as Armadillo in

the Grass and The Second Dune. The main conflicts of this novel oc-

cur externally within the actual plot sequence, as well as internally

within the reflections of the female protagonist and first-person

narrator, Beverly Foster Landrum. As in the other novels, the central

concern of Hannah's House is the vital female. A distinct aspect of

this novel is its division into titled chapters, with a prologue and

an epilogue in which Beverly speaks to the reader. Beverly's narra-

tive is lent credibility, for the novel begins and ends with her

writing in an attempt to integrate the fragments of her personality.

Beverly's comments and impressionistic reflections are the media for

communicating her quest for self-integration and fulfillment and the

revelation it affords her.

Hannah's House is set primarily in Austin in 1975. In the pro-

logue, Beverly introduces herself with the explanation that she is one

of three daughters of an anxious woman who encourages them to be over-

achievers, to be socially prominent, and to marry with a fanfare.

Furthermore, she states that she detests the name Beverly because it

"is a name that meant all that my parents expected of me at the same

time they made clear that I could never live up to it." 1 She relates

further that, as an adolescent, she changed her name to Bananas Foster

and began to write her life's story in order to become aware of who

71
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she is. This novel, Hannah's House, is the adult counterpart to that

earlier self-history. Beverly further explains that this novel should

be read as one woman's attempt to record how well she has or has not

related to her family, to her men, and, above all, to her daughter

Hannah. She sees her compulsion to relate to people as an addiction,

but the addiction does not necessarily include "affection for or de-

light in; it means you cannot help it" (p. 12). She justifies her

fragmented impressions with the explanation that "the vital episodes

of our lives" are not always sequentially related (p. 12).

Hence, the plot of the novel begins as Hannah approves the pur-

chase of a new house. Although Beverly is present, she permits Hannah

to make the decision regarding the house because, in truth, it will

be Hannah's house--a proper home from which she can be married.

When Beverly and her daughter move in, Hannah occupies the entire

second floor, while Beverly installs herself in one long, narrow room

on the first floor. The only visitors Beverly has are Roy, a former

boyfriend of Hannah, and Ben, a professor of anthropology. Ben usually

visits when Hannah is gone so that he and Beverly, after making love,

can move freely within Hannah's house. Although Beverly is not sure

at this point how she feels about the house, Ben likes it, which she

interprets as a sign that he is ready for marriage although she is not.

In fulfillment of her duty as Hannah's mother, Beverly attends

all the traditional female functions in Hannah's life that require

a mother's presence, like sorority mother-daughter teas, although

she always feels trapped and displaced. She compares herself and

Hannah, who, unlike herself, has always done at each age exactly what
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girls are supposed to do. She tries to satisfy Hannah's further

demands on her as a mother by creating fictitious friendships with

female business associates and by setting a formal table, which gives

Hannah the proper situation in which to use her manners. Beverly

justifies such actions by deciding "not for the first time, that if

you are to give your best efforts to make a normal daughter, you must

be willing to be judged by the sharp and limiting edges of normalcy"

even if such.adherence means promising to remarry (p. 39).

During family gatherings and through her personal recollections

of those of the past, Beverly introduces her mother and father, two

sisters, a former boyfriend turned brother-in-law, and an ex-husband,

all of whom constitute Hannah's family. Hannah's inclusion of her

father Roger Landrum in the wedding ceremony forces Beverly to recall

her own marriage as well as her divorce. Beverly resents these recol-

lections and the demands placed on her in her new role as mother of the

bride. The etiquette and ritual of the wedding plans are tedious and

hard for Beverly to accept.

In contrast to Beverly's role as Hannah's mother is her career

as a sociologist at the agency, HEXPOP--Halt Exponential Population

Growth. She collects data, makes referrals, and compiles and distrib-

utes flyers. Her daily involvement with the problems of population

explosion causes her to resent further the creation of new families

through marriage. The juxtaposition of the harsh realities of over-

population to the trivial concerns of Hannah's wedding plans further

strains the relationship between Beverly, her daughter, and her lover.

As Beverly feels herself moving closer to a second marriage

with Ben, she reflects on the men in her life and the male-female
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relationship, which is complicated by social mores and family pres-

sures. Beverly ponders what the members of families do to each other;

thus, she painfully recalls the influence her family and her past have

had on shaping her into the woman she is. She sees herself again as

the outsider who had desired to escape from her hometown of Sally, Texas.

She has never forgotten that the only encouragement she ever received

as a child to develop as an individual outside of marriage came from

Miss Fordyce, a teacher.

Beverly is jolted back to the present by a visit from Roy, but

they are interrupted by the return of Hannah and Eugene, who overhear

part of their conversation and their agreement that they would rather

spend their time making love than studying or working. Hannah is

embarrassed, and she tells her mother that she will never forget her

comment to Roy.

Hannah is again embarrassed by her mother one night when Beverly

and her boss, Henry Moore, over a beer and dinner, plan an open house

to celebrate the legalization of abortion in Texas. When Beverly re-

turns home late, Hannah is furious because her mother has been out

drinking in a public place with a married man, but she brings herself

under control enough to ask a question concerning wedding etiquette.

Beverly's having to deal with Hannah's concern over a question of

propriety at the same time that she is having to deal with the implica-

tions of legalized abortion further alienates them.

Another conflict occurs between Beverly and Hannah during a visit

by Ben's daughter, Van, Jr. Hannah is hurt because Van and her mother

are able to communicate freely with each other. Beverly admits that
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she empathizes with Van, whom she sees isolated like herself. Hannah

finally explodes in remonstration over her mother's dissatisfaction

with her, although she does and is everything Beverly has ever wanted

her to do and to be. Beverly also breaks down because of the seemingly

uncloseable distance between her and Hannah.

During the final weeks of preparation for the wedding, Beverly

dutifully fulfills her role as Hannah's mother. She reflects on all

she has done for nineteen years to bring her daughter to this point,

and she realizes that Hannah, although she will no longer live with her,

will go through life bearing her influence just as she, Beverly, bears

the influence of her own mother. But most importantly, she realizes

that Hannah is fulfilling to her as a daughter. This final chapter

closes with Beverly whispering to Hannah: "'Honey, you are enough for

me'" (p. 186).

The novel concludes with an epilogue in which Beverly, again as

narrator, explains that, although she and Ben have married, they are

managing to live separate lives.

The plot of the novel progresses sequentially to a conclusion as

Hannah marries and begins a new life away from her house. As in

Armadillo in the Grass and The Second Dune, much of the crucial action

in Hannah's House occurs within the vital female's stream-of-conscious-

ness and impressionistic associations. Hearon uses the conflict between

a mother and a daughter as the catalyst for both the internal and the

external action. This conflict is reinforced by the division of the

novel into two distinct sections: "One: Hannah"; "Two: Foster."
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Accordingly, the third section, "Three: Hannah and Foster," deals

with exoneration.

However, Hearon has been criticized because Beverly marries

Ben. One reader told Hearon, "'I can't live with it that you let

that woman get married at the end of Hannah's House'" (Interview I).

Hearon replied, "I didn't let her get married at the end of Hannah's

House. I couldn't help it; it wasn't my decision. She got married

because that woman, at that place, at that time, got married. She

said o.k. for twelve different reasons" (Interview I). Therefore,

it is not relevant whether or not the reader or the author can live

with a character's decision but rather whether or not the character

can.

Absent from Hannah's House is the animal symbolism that is an

integral part of Armadillo in the Grass and The Second Dune. However,

Hearon does establish a regional setting, as exemplified by this de-

scription of the area south of Austin:

The drive . . . is pleasant, traveling as it does a more inland
path parallel to the old familiar route to Sally. Similarly we
go down through German settlements, the Czech farmland dotted
with spires of Catholic churches, past fields that once grew
grain and cotton and now grow oil wells, through a sprinkling
of small towns marked by signs giving their female names and
modest populations (p. 102).

This description of the University of Texas campus is equally accu-

rate:

A norther has struck during the morning and at noon Ben and I,
unprepared, bend against the cold wind. We go down the mall,
past polling booths, sidewalk revivalists, Hare Krishna singers,
placards by the student publications against the Board of Regents:
all the usual and familiar trappings of education. . . . Crossing
the Union patio we squeeze through two dozen blue-jeaned students
who are listening to a guitarist (p. 79).
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The tone of language in Hannah's House is both naive and caustic,

depending upon whether Beverly and her daughter are engaged in dia-

logue or whether Beverly is relating her impressions. The caustic

tone of language is well demonstrated by Beverly's non-verbalized re-

sponse to Hannah's chastisement of her for drinking beer in a public

place with a married man: "She prefers a private place?" (p. 142).

The dual tones of language are skillfully intertwined throughout the

novel, enabling Beverly aptly to convey that she is a vital female as

well as a daughter, wife, and mother.

Beverly Foster Landrum adheres to the criteria of the vital female

in that she is aware of nature, although her awareness does not involve

the daily communication with the Texas landscape and animals which serve

as sources of identification and replenishment for Clara Blue and Ellen

Marshall. Like the other vital females, Beverly is also a recipient

of the female legacy against which she has rebelled most of her life.

However, she paradoxically passes this legacy to her daughter. Beverly

receives a non-traditional legacy from three other vital females, who

aid her in the process of self-clarification. In adherence to this

vital legacy, she embarks on a quest for self-integration and fulfill-

ment which causes her to divorce her husband, to pursue a career, and

to seek a complementary vital male. Finally, her quest affords a rev-

elation which brings her closer to her daughter while enabling her to

maintain her vitality.

Beverly's involvement with nature is primarily as a sociologist;

for even when she slips away from a family dinner "to see if . .

[she] could hear the grapefruit growing," she is removed to the past

and to a protest in which she had participated to secure the rights
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of farm workers (p. 111). Her enjoyment of the Texas landscape is

often tinged with dread because it reminds her of the exploitation

and pollution of the environment and the starving people whom modern

civilization is unable to feed. Her involvement with nature constantly

reminds her that "'our planet crowds with new lives until we are set

apart one from another only by the membrane of our skins" (p. 188).

Beverly as a daughter is a recipient of the legacy which encour-

ages her to be dependent, fragile, and pretty in order to be accepted

and to acquire a husband. Although as a young girl Beverly rebelled

against the traditional female roles, during her sophomore year in

college she tried to be all that the legacy and her mother demanded

her to be. Therefore, she began dating Charlie, whom her sister later

married. During this time, Beverly discovers that girls are only to

serve "as a female auxiliary" for males (p. 90). Furthermore, she

was not able to understand why sex should be a topic for group evalua-

tion: "it seemed to me that you and a boy could do whatever you wanted

to and that if you ever got your clothes off it shouldn't be part of

some game whose rules had been made up by the girls" (p. 91). Although

the end of her relationship with Charlie was painful, Beverly now sees

it as fundamental in her development: "this relationship plunged me

into a group of boys and girls of the kind I had envied and never been

a part of in high school, and gave me the chance to see that this was

because I didn't belong there" (p. 91).

At the end of her senior year, Beverly had no immediate job offer;

thus, in further adherence to the traditional legacy, she trusted

marriage and a husband to provide her with a fulfillment while enabling

her to participate actively in life. Furthermore, just because a man
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told her "that he wanted to be a participant in life, not an observer,"

she believed that he was a participant and could help her to become

one (p. 92). Beverly describes her decision to marry the first time

as a desperate evasion of deciding what to do with her life: "Thinking

my future set and a new way of life beginning, as well as still hoping

to please my mother--that futile longing you never outgrow--I let my-

self take a ring from, undress with, and marry Roger Landrum. I took

a way out; he took a wife it turned out he didn't want" (p. 93). In-

stead of becoming an active participant in life, Beverly soon realized

that she had married the "ultimate voyeur of life," a compulsive photo-

grapher, who takes photographs as a- substitute for experience (p. 93).

In retrospect, Beverly lays most of the blame for the failure of her

first marriage on the traditional legacy.

When Beverly does adhere to the traditional female legacy, she

is disillusioned and feels her vital self-integration threatened;

nevertheless, she passes the traditional legacy intact to Hannah.

Hannah receives the legacy readily as she pursues acceptance and con-

formity. She is an advocate of etiquette and gentility and never

discusses sex with her fiance, although she is convinced that he must

intuitively know that she is a virgin: "'Of course we don't talk about

anything like that, but Eugene knows--I mean, he can tell that I've

never let anyone take advantage of me'" (p. 39). Beverly sees Hannah's

blond hair as "a tangible display in its thickness, shine, and mass,

of blooming conforming girlhood" (p. 103). Furthermore, she is mainly

concerned about externals and is completely insulated and isolated

from the realities of the world. She exudes a constant desire to
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please and firmly believes that, if she smiles and does her best,

things will turn out well. She is enthralled by the fairy-tale

ritual of marriage and its promise of a life that will be happy ever

after.

At the same time that Beverly is passing the traditional legacy

to Hannah, she resents the type of woman her daughter is becoming.

She recalls Meg's warning to her: "'Let her alone, Foster. Give her

a break. You want to like her when she grows up, don't you?'" (p. 95)

The vast energy of Hannah's desire to please tires Beverly to the

extent that she even taunts Hannah's self-control, as exemplified the

day of the mother-daughter tea at the sorority house:

Ben comes to see us off, amused at me girdled and beaded with
a forehead ruddy from blusher, brows newly plucked. As he pats
my behind through the thick gathers, Hannah appears before us
in a flowing ivory gown that falls to the floor like a length
of marble. She is all that I have given myself to make: sensi-
ble, lovely, embarrassed to see her mother's backside fondled
(p. 40).

Beverly's motives for passing the legacy to Hannah are paradox-

ical. Beverly is fully aware of the inherent paradox of her molding

Hannah to be everything that she is not. From the time Hannah was a

baby, Beverly spent all her time making "the diapered wide-faced child

into a girl who could make it in junior high school and make it with all

the boys like Charlie" (p. 94). She believes that many of the reasons

can be traced to family pathology which forces her to slip into the

traditional role of mother. But unlike Ellen Marshall, who resists

the tendency to fall into the traditional maternal role with her

daughter, Beverly resists the tendency to include any vital aspects

with the legacy she passes to Hannah. She rationalizes that, although
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Hannah seems shallow and trivial because she is "a friendly, stead-

fast girl who fits in where she should, who knows where she belongs,"

perhaps she will be spared the misery of being a displaced person as

her mother often is (p. 17). Almost as a talisman to dispel any hint

of individuality, Beverly selects her daughter's name because it "is

constant: Hannah spelled backward is Hannah" (p. 17). Still, Beverly

has seen the negative effect of the traditional female legacy not only

in her own life, but in the lives of her sisters who continue to adhere

to its every tenet. Yet, unlike Ellen Marshall, who vows to deal with

her daughter honestly above all else, Beverly falsely nurtures Hannah

to trust in everything that has disillusioned her. Furthermore, Bev-

erly has helped to place the same distance between herself and Hannah

that exists between Beverly, the vital female, and her own mother, the

traditional female.

While Hannah has patterned herself according to the traditional

legacy, she reveals to Beverly that she is aware that it is her mother

who has willed her into becoming the person she is:

"My whole life since I can remember I have tried to do everything
just the way you wanted me to and take advice from Aunt Mildred
and Aunt Dorothy and not do anything that would make you mad or
make you ashamed of me or anything. And do everything all right
in school so you would be proud when you talked to my teachers.
And even make sure that nobody was ever allowed to criticize
you, because you were my mother" (p. 173).

From this acknowledgement, Beverly realizes that "there is so little

to say in defense of what is true" (p. 173). Furthermore, it is now

apparent to Beverly that the mental comparisons she has made between

herself and her daughter in order to magnify their differences have

been noticed by Hannah. For the first time in her life, Beverly recog-

nizes herself in her daughter as Hannah cries out: "'And nothing I
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ever did, not ever, was what you wanted, Mother'" (p. 173). Beverly's

identification with Hannah's frustration shocks her, and she is over-

powered by the irony that she, who has suffered so much because she

could never please her mother, has caused the same suffering in Hannah.

Her empathy with Hannah's frustration becomes universal as she buries

her head in her "shirtwaist arms on the counter and weep for all of us

everywhere who breed ourselves into families, for all of us everywhere

who are never enough for one another" (p. 174).

Beverly is confused and frustrated over how she is able to make

major sacrifices like buying a more expensive house, while remaining

unable to make her daughter feel accepted or make her feel that she

has fulfilled all of her mother's expectations of her. Beverly is now

fully aware that she must give Hannah her honest approval of her as a

daughter before she leaves home permanently. Furthermore, since Hannah

has done all her mother has demanded of her, it is fitting that Beverly

manifest her acceptance of her daughter when Hannah most needs acceptance

and reassurance, on her wedding day. When Beverly tells her, "'Honey,

you are enough for me,'" she is sure that Hannah understands (p. 186).

Furthermore, Beverly believes that Hannah will become her own woman,

regardless of maternal influence and in spite of marriage. She only

hopes that Hannah, too, will come to accept her fully as a vital female

and a mother who is enough for her daughter.

Beverly's essential awareness of herself comes from the influence

upon her of Miss Fordyce, an English teacher; from Meg, a former friend;

and from an unnamed lawyer, all of whom are vital females. Miss Fordyce

is her earliest source of awareness, for it was only this teacher, as

Beverly explains in the prologue, who understood the enormous struggle
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she was going through in order to establish her own identity free of

her mother's pressure on her to behave like a traditional girl. -Miss

Fordyce knows that Beverly rejected her given name in favor of Bananas

as a form of escape from a world of traditional femininity and fragil.

ity into which she did not fit. Miss Fordyce nurtured Beverly's

individuality and encouraged her quest for self-identity. Each day

in her class she told Bevely: "'You have to do something important

with your life'" (p. 128). Even as Beverly has grown older, this

single woman remains as living proof that ways exist for a woman to

live for herself, to reach a fulfillment, without marrying. Beverly

surmises that Miss Fordyce "elected not to marry, in part . . . because

she did not want to change her name, a fine name which was somehow

touched with oil; in larger part she did not marry because she did not

want to change herself" (p. 127). Unlike Miss Fordyce, Beverly succumbs

to familial pressures and marries only to discover that she is entrapped,

unfulfilled, and losing her self-awareness.

Another source of influence on Beverly's struggle for self-aware-

ness comes from Meg, a woman who "scared herself because she wanted to

grow and live and get the hell away; she could not care too much what

happened to the men who came around" (p. 95). Meg afforded Beverly

with the realization that she did not have to deny her vital self the

rest of her life by remaining married; it was Meg who also informed

Beverly that women do leave husbands. Having attained this further

self-awareness that she could still control her destiny in spite of a

bad marriage, Beverly was able to divorce Roger. As she reflects on

her friendship with Meg, Beverly recalls that "it was the first time

someone had said that there wasn't just one right way to do things,
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the way I wasn't doing it. It was a communion that I never managed

with my own sisters" (p. 95).

A more recent source of encouragement for Beverly is the woman

lawyer who fought for the legalization of abortion in Texas. At the

open house to commemorate the Texas Supreme Court's decision, Beverly

is aware that the function "'is a way to thank the lawyer for doing

what she or someone had to do because we have failed to offer women

better alternatives'" (p. 139). As the lawyer addresses the crowd,

Beverly sees that she is "a fair quiet woman, no more than a girl,

in a long paisley dress" (p. 147). Her words are powerful, and they

remind Beverly that people must do more to ease the plight of women

who are so trapped and desperate that they have to seek abortions.

Beverly is encouraged by the lawyer to remain true to herself and to

continue her work at HEXPOP so that someday foolproof ways will be

found which will "provide all women with the right not to conceive,"

thus making abortions unnecessary (p. 148). Therefore, this vital

legacy which encourages Beverly to control her own destiny, to trust

herself to provide fulfillment, and to continue to struggle to im-

prove the future of womankind aids her in her rebellion against the

traditional legacy.

An influence in Beverly's quest is her painful self-identifica-

tion with women everywhere who are also involved in a solitary quest

for a means of fulfillment and survival: "There are so many of us,

Fosters and Clarices: there is a whole world of us each calling out.

A woman in China calls to me. A woman in Ecuador" (p. 87). Her

understanding of the adverse plight of womankind makes her cherish

the time when she is free to be herself, to be Foster. Her office
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at HEXPOP is the one consistent place where she is "Foster rather than

Hannah's mother" (p. 77). Beverly's awareness of and self-identifica-

tion with the universal problems of women and her participation in an

agency that is struggling to solve these problems are outward manifes-

tations of her acceptance of a vital female legacy.

Ben Roberts is the complementary vital male who is able to join

Beverly in the present moment. His participation is exemplified by

Beverly's memory of him the first time they made love: "He loved

everything about what he was doing at the time . . . a real participant

at last" (p. 97). Because he is a vital participant, he is able to

satisfy Beverly spiritually as well as physically. Furthermore, he is

seriously involved in his work as an anthropologist and enjoys all

aspects of culture, including its rituals and trivia. Ben sees himself

clearly and accurately in his culture, and this insight enables him to

forgive "himself his humanity" when he exhibits any weaknesses of the

culture (p. 28). From the first moment Beverly meets him, she senses

something lasting about him: "a stronger inviolable part of him that

would be Ben no matter how much aging he or the world would fall heir

to" (p. 96). When he presents her with his credentials, "'One child

and a vasectomy,'" Beverly trusts that he knows what is important (p. 27).

The relationship between Beverly and Ben is vital, natural, and

satisfying. Although Beverly is unable to spend the entire night with

Ben before they are married, which would offend Hannah because they

are not husband and wife, she is content that they live separately

while they come together for sex and communication. But Ben, being

caught up in the American culture, which is his specialization, sees

no reason why they should not again participate in the culture's
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favorite institution, marriage (p. 169). Even though Ben's first

marriage ended for his wife in a mental breakdown, Ben is willing to

try it again. But Beverly strongly fears marriage and its tendency

to change the people involved. She fears that marriage would put her

permanently in Ben's kitchen as well as in his bed. Beverly verbalizes

her fears: "'Ben, after awhile we may not even like each other. And

there will be all those meals'" (p. 168). As Beverly finds herself

unable to escape marriage, she concludes, if she were going to undertake

living with someone, then Ben would be her choice.

Although Beverly sees her decision to marry again as her final act

of charity to Hannah and to Ben and a final submission to family pathol-

ogy, she and Ben enter marriage with an honest understanding of its

weaknesses and with an agreement to respect each other's individuality.

In the prologue Beverly speaks to the reader as she reveals the life-

style of their marriage:

Ben and I tread carefully, making gestures of independence. For
example last week with part of my lunch money I bought a Scientific
American for an article on demography, and he came home with the
same issue, which also had a study of linguistics in infant apes.
It cost us a dollar more to maintain separate lives, but we agreed
that was a fair price to pay (p. 187).

Therefore, Beverly's quest for fulfillment and self-integration, which

brings her to a second marriage, affords her the revelation that each

day she must consciously work to maintain her separate and distinct

vital identity. She must also permit those she loves, Hannah and Ben,

the same autonomy that she demands for herself.

Beverly Foster Landrum, while possessing the characteristics simi-

lar to those of Clara Blue and Ellen Marshall, is the most ambiguous and

paradoxical vital female thus far presented by Hearon. But it is
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precisely because she is less predictable that she is appealing. On

the surface, she appears to be a witty person who well understands sa-

tire and who is able to laugh at herself as well as others, but her

caustic humor reveals an underlying bitterness over the pain she has

suffered because she has been a misfit and because she has been unable

to please her mother.

Unlike Clara Blue and Ellen Marshall, Beverly is more independent

and autonomous than Hearon's other protagonists because she outwardly

and verbally breaks from the traditional legacy. She divorces her first

husband, not to enter into the dependency of another marriage, but to

free herself from the insulation and isolation of the traditional female's

domestic world to begin a career, which enables her to continue her

quest for fulfillment and self-integration. However, her independence

and autonomy cause her to suffer. Unlike Ellen Marshall who is close

to her daughter and with whom she shares a special female communication,

Beverly alienates her daughter and causes her to suffer. Furthermore,

Beverly's entire existence is paradoxical. She explains her job at

HEXPOP thusly: "My job at my desk, clipping and pasting, is to try

to prevent . . . the dodging of reality" (p. 73). However, she rears

Hannah to be oblivious to the outside world and then-she criticizes

and resents her for it. She feels that Hannah's reality is "of a

shallowness so defined that even a goldfish might gasp at . . . [its]

level" (p. 144). Marshall Terry, in a review of Hannah's House, sees

Beverly using Hannah in order to maintain her independence: "she has,

may God and Hannah forgive her, used her daughter as a shield against

the world, behind which she could go on with her inner life and work.
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. . . I think that she has sacrificed Hannah to the demands of . . .

society."2  In an attempt at exoneration, Beverly offers her second

marriage to Hannah.

Furthermore, Beverly also marries Ben in the hope that this

marriage will be her talisman against total fragmentation like that

of Van, Sr., "who answers to rules she has invented for herself, going

against the world's taboos" (p. 48). Van, Jr., explains what happens

when one cannot assimilate oneself into a society and its rules: "'Like

the rest of us: mixed up. Not sure what's real and what isn't. The

only reason she's in there and we're not is that she couldn't handle

it; she had to leave any way she could'" (p. 157). Beverly believes

that marriage to Ben will help her "handle it."

While marriage might ease certain tensions, Beverly knows that

each day will be a struggle to maintain her vitality and self-integra-

tion. Like Clara Blue, who has her art and nature, and Ellen Marshall,

who has the sea, Beverly has her journal-writing which aids her in the

process of self-integration. Her writing is an attempt to integrate

herself while sustaining her individuality: "I have begun to make notes

to myself somewhat like messages in a bottle. . . . It is important to

leave behind in this yellow stucco house the image of one singular and

separate life" (p. 188).

Ben is the most carefully developed vital male thus far presented.

While Hearon has been careful to limit the narration of the story to

Beverly, she has included more dialogue between her protagonist and the

other characters, and this enables the reader to see them independently

of Beverly's interpretation of them.
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Hannah's House is a unique variation of Hearon's fundamental plot

and characters. In this novel, the consciousness of her vital female

extends beyond the personal concerns of one woman to the universal

concerns of all women. Hearon is surprised that Hannah's House is so

well liked by so many different people; for, even though the material

is the same as in her other novels, she feels that "if anything it is

less open to both sexes" (Interview I). However, the novel deals with

the themes of family pressure, marriage, abortion, and frustration--

themes that touch everyone's life in some way. But above all, it is

Beverly's capacity for suffering and empathizing with the suffering,

fragmentation, and isolation of others that lends her a powerful uni-

versal appeal.



NOTES

CHAPTER IV

1Shelby Hearon, Hannah's House (1975; rpt. New York: Pocket

Books, 1976), p. 11. All further references to this work appear

in the text.

2Terry, p. 10.
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CHAPTER V

NOW AND ANOTHER TIME

Now and Another Time, Hearon's fourth novel, is her most complex

novel. Even though the plot, characters, and themes are those basic

to Hearon's other works, in this novel she deals with them on many

different levels as the story spans some fifty years in the intricately

entangled lives of several generations of three families. The central

concern of Now and Another Time is the effect of a family pathology

with its restricting taboo, as it is most fully realized in the strug-

gle for self-integration and fulfillment of the vital female, Julia

Allen Chambers. Yet unlike Clara Blue in Armadillo in the.Grass, Ellen

Marshall in The Second Dune, and Beverly Landrum in Hannah's House, who

are the first-person narrators and whose impressionistic reflections

reveal their past as well as their present, Julia Chambers is not the

narrator. Instead, the story is related from a third-person, omniscient

viewpoint which allows an insight into the personal life and reality

of not just one woman, as in the other novels, but of five different

women and three men in subsequent generations. This in-depth genealogy

is important in order to understand the effect of family pathology, with

its preordained roles on each individual member of a family. Further-

more, the reader's knowledge of the unspoken taboo, which implies that

any sexual contact between Julia Allen and Jimmy Henderson would be

incestuous, helps explain why Julia married Hardin Chambers instead of

Jimmy, her life-long companion and complementary vital male. Therefore,

91
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the reader's learning about Julia's genealogy and legacy before she

does provides a clear understanding of her and the difficulty of her

quest and the implications of the revelation afforded her. Just as

Clara Blue, Ellen Marshall, and Beverly Landrum find their sources

of vital fulfillment in spite of and outside of marriage, so does

Julia Chambers. The medium for communicating the revelations of

this quest is the histories of the families, which reveals to Julia

the source of the family taboo. Knowledge of the source of the taboo

enables Julia to discover a means by which to dispel it so that she

can experience a vital fulfillment.

Now and Another Time has an expansive Texas setting which includes

Houston, the Hill Country, East Texas, and Austin. For a few days,

the setting extends to Mexico City. The novel spans approximately

fifty years in the lives of three generations of the Allen, Henderson,

and Chambers families; but the greatest attention is given to the

influence of the parents' ambitions, successes, and failures, as

evidenced in the lives of their children--Julia Allen Chambers, Hardin

Chambers, Jimmy Henderson--and their grandchildren.

The novel opens in Houston in 1934 and begins with the introduc-

tion of Julia's mother. Mary Albert, who is pregnant with her second

child, is pondering the effect a male child would have on her family,

which has never had a son, and on her husband, Albert, to whom she

has already borne a daughter. Mary is a religious woman who makes

decisions and takes action only after careful deliberation with God

through prayer. The sex of her unborn child will be a determining fac-

tor in her life, for she has made a bargain with God in order to come

to a decision concerning her feelings for Tom Henderson.
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Mary's husband, Albert, and Tom's wife, Frances, have been life-

long friends because of the close association of their families. Even

after marriage, the friendship of Albert and Frances has continued, as

evidenced by the joint purchase of a summer home, Little Hills, in the

Hill Country with the intention that it is to be passed to and shared

by each subsequent generation of the two families. Whenever the two

families are together, and especially at Little Hills, Frances and

Albert always gravitate toward each other because of their long friend-

ship, thus leaving Mary and Tom to communicate with each other. As the

years have passed, Mary and Tom both come to realize that they are very

much alike. It is at Little Hills that Tom asks Mary to accompany him

and little Julia and Jimmy to the edge of the river. When Tom feels

that the children are out of hearing distance, he professes his affec-

tion for Mary and his desire to make love to her. Mary is surprised at

Tom's verbalization of his feelings and even more so at the arousal it

causes in her. As he strokes her back while they return to the house,

she does not rebuke him. Instead she tells him she will pray about

his proposition. Later, however, because she is a Christian, married,

and pregnant, she is upset that she has committed a sin in even speaking

of an adulterous physical love with him. Furthermore, she is frightened

at her indecision as to whether or not she will go to Tom. She goes to

Grace Episcopal Church, where she beseeches God's help: "God, she vowed,

I will abide by your decision. If you have sent me a son I will not go

to this man, rather I will live out my life in faithfulness. If, on the

other hand, you have sent me a daughter, I will take that as a sign that

I am free to receive his love."1
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With the birth of a male child, Mary decides to reject Tom, but

shortly after her return home from the hospital, he comes to her as

she is just finishing nursing the baby. While they are kissing and

embracing, the young Julia and Jimmy are heard on the stairs. Tom

quickly helps Mary into bed and tells the children that she and the

baby are asleep.

Mary is overwhelmed by guilt, for not only has she almost com-

mitted adultery, but also she has broken her bargain with God. To

atone for these sins, she asks that the Churching of Women ceremony

be included in the child's baptism. Albert is curious as to Mary's

motive, but since it is an authorized, though outmoded ritual, he

agrees. At the baptismal reception, Mary informs Tom that she will

never come to him and that they must never be alone together again.

Mary and Tom adhere to her decision for the rest of their lives, al-

though Tom is unaware of her bargain with God.

The next section moves the setting to Jasper County in 1927

and introduces Harry Chambers, a young, promising lawyer who believes

that the law offers an ideal justice in which all people can seek

protection of individual liberty. Furthermore, he admires Louis

Brandeis as the exemplary lawyer. His wife Enid is an ambitious

woman who keeps an accurate family genealogy and who constantly

reminds herself, Harry, and the world that a former state governor

is found in her family tree. Harry is involved in campaigning for

an opening on the circuit court. Accompanied by his son Hardin,

he makes weekly visits to the people who live in the piney woods of

East Texas. During their conversations, he is shocked to learn of

the prejudice and illegal occurrences in his own county. Furthermore,
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he is sickened that he must not verbally defend any of the victims at

this time because he will lose his chance of becoming a judge who would

be able to help them from the bench.

Just when he is pleased at the response to his campaign, his

attention is abruptly drawn to the trial and execution of Sacco and

Vanzetti. Harry's verbal defense of them is immediately interpreted

as a dangerous pro-communist statement, and it loses him the judgeship.

Although Harry is hurt and disappointed, he devotes himself to

his law practice, but he never lets Hardin forget that it takes only

one mistake to lose a race. Harry tries to ease Enid's disappointment

over his defeat by taking her to Austin for the Texas State Exposition.

Although Hardin is very young, she takes him along and spends the day

carefully pointing out all the senators and famous people to him.

From the moment Harry lost out in his campaign, Enid transferred all

of her hopes and ambitions to Hardin's future. The next and last

politically memorable and promising event in Enid's life is her visit

to Hardin at college. This visit coincides with his dinner date with

the governor's daughter. Hardin includes his mother in the evening,

thus giving her an opportunity to mention that she, too, is related to

a governor. She dies later the same night of a stroke while clutching

a list of "names for the future children of her son and the governor's

daughter" which Harry never permits Hardin to see (p. 75).

In the second section, the action moves to Austin in 1976 and

deals with Julia and Hardin. This, the most detailed section, intro-

duces Julia as she is thinking about herself as a daughter, wife, and

mother, her motives for marrying Hardin, and his recent appointment

to the court as a judge. She readily admits that Hardin's appointment,
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like all the events in her life, is weighed "to see how it would

affect her distance from Jimmy" (p. 80). She recalls times past when

she and Jimmy were at their closest, which was before the day at Little

Hills when they stood in the river holding a large stone between them

as they listened to her mother and his father talk about love. Her

thoughts travel from that time through their adolescent and college

years to the present, and she ponders the distance between her and

Jimmy, which even now permits them to be only as close as the family

would allow. She remembers when, toward the end of graduate school,

Jimmy brought her the mate he had selected for her, Hardin. In return,

she selected Jo for Jimmy. Yet Jimmy and Hardin's decision to enter

law practice together insured the continuance of the interlacing of

their lives, but now, with Hardin's ascendance to the court, she won-

ders how things will be altered for her and Jimmy.

Hardin is introduced as he is accepting congratulations from his

favorite daughter, Louisa. Although Hardin has lived his whole life

for the opportunity to become a judge, he reveals, only to himself,

that he has some misgivings and that his real preference is his law

firm. Whenever he thinks of remaining in the firm and forgetting his

political ambitions, he remembers his father's failure to secure the

judgeship and his mother's ambitions for him. Hardin is pleased with

his marriage, but he regrets that Julia is not more personally inter-

ested in his career and his new position as a judge, as his mother

would have been. Also, Jimmy's constant presence and influence in

their life have always disturbed him, although he is aware of the long

involvement of Julia's family with him.
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Julia and Hardin have two daughters, Fay and Louisa. Fay is

a quiet girl, who is passionately involved with her specialization,

biology. Because of her resemblance to Mary in looks and personality,

Julia has always been able to relate more easily to her. Louisa Bran-

deis Chambers, their younger daughter, is the one to whom Hardin is

able to relate because of her selection of the law and politics as

her life's work. Also, she is involved in her own campaign for the

state legislature, which she wins in a run-off election.

Just a few weeks before Hardin's swearing-in ceremony and Louisa's

run-off election, Fay becomes ill in Mexico City. Louisa, Julia, and

Jimmy leave to go to Mexico City to care for Fay. While Julia is at

the hospital, Fay tells her of a disclosure her grandmother Mary--who

is terminally ill with cancer--made to her during their visit just

prior to Fay's leaving for Mexico City. Mary had related in detail

to Fay the conversation between her and Tom at Little Hills, the phys-

ical contact shortly after Buddy's birth, and her bargain with God.

This disclosure immediately causes Julia to re-evaluate her own life

and the unspoken taboo that has placed a distance between her and

Jimmy. Later that evening, Julia repeats the disclosures to Jimmy.

Finding themselves alone together for the first time in years, they

now decide to make up for their denial and repression of their physi-

cal desire for each other.

Shortly after returning from Mexico City, Julia and Jimmy make

a week-end trip to Houston under the guise of a visit to Mary. When

they arrive in Houston, Julia and Jimmy make love with each other,

first in Tom's bed and again in Mary's bed. Before returning to
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Austin, they vow that they will continue their physical relation in

spite of their families.

Back in Austin, Julia and Jimmy participate in Louisa's victory

celebration and Hardin's swearing-in ceremony. The novel ends with

Hardin's observing Julia and Jimmy while he accepts congratulations

from his father, who causes him to reflect on the distance he has

traveled to become a judge, his mother, and his father's advice that

"'you only have to bend down once to tie your shoe to lose the race'"

(p. 275).

The extension of the plot over three generations is effective

since family pathology is the novel's major theme. Family pathology--

the predestining of subsequent generations to fulfill the prevailing

life patterns of a family--is also one of Hearon's basic methods of

characterization. So, in remaining true to the purpose of the novel

and true to her theory of fiction, Hearon reveals in detail the fami-

lies in the past through their language, views, and lives, rather than

telling about them through flat exposition. This justifies the paral-

leling of the fundamental plot pattern of the first section, "Another

Time," with that of the final section, "Now." Furthermore, the paral-

lel plot is controlled and possesses a symmetry which balances the

action of the story. Hence, criticism of the plot symmetry as being

artificially imposed, like that previously noted by Michael Mewshaw,

is hardly valid. Most importantly, the plot with its past and present

time settings is not a contrived product of coincidence and manipula-

tion. Rather, as in Hearon's other works, this novel develops naturally,

convincingly. The progression of the plot of the novel is dependent

upon the whims and motives of the characters as they react to family
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pathology. All the myriad pieces of action are merged for the reader

as the novel closes with a revelation. However, the conclusion of

Now and Another Time is unique in that Hardin, a male--as opposed to

the vital female protagonist--is shown in the final scene as he con-

veys a revelation from his reflections. Furthermore, an interpretation

of Hardin's revelation must be juxtaposed to Julia's prior revelation

because of the reinforcement his revelation lends to the theme of the

entanglement of each individual's life and destiny with that of the

other family members. Hence, the plot results in a dual revelation.

The use of the omniscient, third-person point of view enables

the novel to close with dual revelations, which would not be possible

if Hearon had limited the final reflections to a first-person narrator

as in the other novels. The omniscient, third-person viewpoint is

highly effective and fresh in Now and Another Time, for the language

changes to fit each character, although the point of view remains

consistent. When dealing with Mary, a woman whose entire life is

controlled by her involvement with the Bible, her church, and God,

Hearon uses biblical allusions and religious vocabulary. This lan-

guage has been labeled archaic by Mewshaw, and it is true that much

of it is, but Mary is a woman who sees the present through the bibli-

cal past. Therefore, Mary's language is justifiably archaic, since

she is a woman of another time who honestly sees herself as "'big with

this baby'" when she is pregnant or who actually recalls lines from

scripture which causes her to name the country home Little Hills in

their remembrance (p. 11). In contrast, when Hearon writes about Louisa,

who is very definitely a woman of the present, the religious tone is
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replaced by scatological and colloquial language. These levels of

language are just as much in keeping with the character of Louisa as

Mary's language is in keeping with hers. In dealing with Julia, who

is a composite of the influence upon her of Mary and her times and

of Louisa and contemporary society, the language blends the religious

and the colloquial to become distinctly Julia's medium. This is

exemplified when Julia reflects on the change her lovemaking with

Jimmy will have on her view of life: "She literally thought of this

time as after (After the Fall, After the Flood, After the Resurrec-

tion); after had meaning to one who believed so strongly in before.

And if, for him, it was After the Erection, that was all the same"

(p. 261). Therefore, the change in language reveals accurately the

different characters without violating the third-person omniscient

viewpoint.

Each of the diverse regional settings in the novel is accurately

established, as exemplified in the following description of East Texas

in 1927:

Creeks trickling from red hills fan out into the waterways that
feed the Big Thicket, a lush forest of trees over a hundred feet
high and several hundred years old, growing out of an underbrush
of briar, myrtle, yaupon, higher than a man's head. Inside the
woods the growth is so dense the sun never reaches your shoulders.

Long ago Atakapaw and Karankawa Indians hid out in its stands
of hardwood, living on armadillo and fruit, telling their tales
in inkberry juice and bleached pine logs, skirting lost tribes of
whites who had been there since before the first settlers on the
river bluffs (p. 41).

After its establishment, the setting helps the characters to interpret

their lives in order to learn who they are. Harry Chambers' reaction

to the East Texas piney woods is a factor in his decision to become a

lawyer: "Harry Chambers often said that he had been born into a
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metaphor which fit him: he thought life a tangled thicket hard for a

man to cut his way through. . . . Originally, Harry had seen the Law

as a way to cut through those thick entanglements men got themselves

into" (p. 41). But Hearon's regionalism is not limited to descrip-

tions of the landscapes; regional dialect is also included, as is

demonstrated in the following sample of an East Texas backwoods conver-

sation: "'They don't weigh hardly nothing, them hummingbirds. All

they is is a little ole bill. I bet I use five pound of sugar a week

for them little ole things. Hell, we get a real kick out of watching

them things'" (p. 63). However, this novel does not include the animal

symbolism which is found in Armadillo in the Grass and The Second Dune.

Still, as always, the regional setting heightens the story with beau-

tiful descriptions and aids in character development while progressing

toward an understanding of the vital female character and her struggle.

Julia Allen Chambers, the vital female, has obtained her essential

self-awareness through her close relationship with Jimmy Henderson, the

complementary vital male, in contrast to each of the other vital females

whose essential self-awareness stems from communication with nature

or with other women. However, like Clara Blue and Ellen Marshall, Julia's

involvement with nature affords her a vital replenishement. Further-

more, she, too, is a recipient of a traditional legacy from her mother,

but this particular legacy reinforces adherence to family pathology

and the unspoken taboo which implies that any physical contact between

her and Jimmy would be incestuous. Julia's acceptance of this tradi-

tional legacy results in an unsatisfying marriage to a man who hinders

her process of self-integration. However, like Ellen Marshall, Julia

rejects the traditional legacy and passes, instead, a vital legacy to
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her daughters Fay and Louisa. She further rejects the legacy and

its pathology in dispelling the taboo and is free to experience

a spiritual as well as physical fulfillment with the vital male, Jimmy

Henderson. Furthermore, Julia's quest for self-awareness and fulfill-

ment affords her the revelation that Jimmy is her source of physical

as well as spiritual fulfillment. However, it is overshadowed by

Hardin's revelation--he knows he has lost his wife to Jimmy--which

will inhibit her struggle to maintain her vital fulfillment.

Most essential to Julia's process of self-awareness is her rela-

tionship with Jimmy Henderson, which first began in their childhood at

Little Hills in the midst of the Texas landscape. She and Jimmy, "as

two small heads bent over in examination of the world, four hands

fingering and uncovering it," learned about life and themselves (p. 80).

Furthermore, Julia as a child tells her mother that she did not know

who she really was until Jimmy told her. Even in the present, Julia

feels that he is the one person who really sees her. Their involvement

with each other transcends time; they are able to suspend a conversation

and then resume it often weeks later. Julia feels that "her first alle-

giance was to the unfinished life she moved in and out of with Jimmy"

(p. 81).

Inhibiting Julia's struggle for self-clarification is the unspoken

taboo which has always overshadowed her relationship with Jimmy. When-

ever Julia takes time to rediscover who she is, the image of her mother

conversing with Tom at Little Hills, years ago, returns (p. 152). It

was at that moment that she "first assimilated the essential fact of

incest: children of men and women who love are not permitted to love"

(p. 81). Although Julia was very young, she fully understood the
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implications of committing the sin of incest. Therefore, the stone

which she and Jimmy were passing back and forth as they watched their

parents that day symbolizes the burden of the distance that had been

placed between them and the power of the taboo:

Julia at any moment could feel again that stone. She could feel
its burden and the uselessness of its transfer back and forth,
as if they had said to one another: "You hold it now," "No, it's
your turn," "Please take it back, it weighs too much." She could
see Jimmy's solemn face sunburning in the heat of sun and know-
ledge. She had not touched that face . . . since that day (p. 82).

Julia's involvement with nature as a vital female occurs, primarily,

when she is at Little Hills. By swimming in the Guadalupe River, just

as she did as a child, she always experiences a physical replenishment,

which she loves and misses when she is in the city. Often just prior

to departing from Little Hills, Julia goes for one more swim to do

"half the distance to the dam in the cool river, feeling the pressure

of the undulating weeds below her. This meant that she rode back to

town with wet hair and a wet suit under her slacks: welcome, tangible

evidence that she had been where she wanted to be . . . " (p. 143).

Aided by the presence of nature and other activities at Little Hills,

Julia is provided with a vital spiritual replenishment. The eating

of fresh strawberries dipped in cream while sitting on the porch and

listening to the nocturnal sounds heightens Julia's senses and causes

her to remember her earlier selves. Hence, during these moments, she

is temporarily integrated into a vitally replenished person. But this

integration ceases when she leaves Little Hills since her entanglement

in the self-splintering duties of daughter, wife, and mother causes her,

once again, to become fragmented.
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Julia, as daughter, receives the legacy from Mary, her mother,

who is a repressed vital female. Mary, adhering to the traditional

legacy in her own life, had married Albert, not because she loved him,

but because she was convinced that she would not be physically repulsed

by him:

She had decided upon the young lawyer who professed to love her
dearly, because she felt she could live with such a slender man
in the accord for which marriage was designed. . . . The impor-
tant thing was that she would never have to draw away from this
husband, or fail to respond,.as a wife should, to his gentle
overtures in their future double bed (p. 6).

She is a woman who trusts the recurring patterns of genealogy and,

above all, the Episcopal Church and God, to govern her destiny. Before

she met Tom, she "had not thought of love except in terms of God, for

marriages were formed by other ties, were made for one's parents and

for one's future children" (p. 6). In contrast, the love she feels

for Tom is a vital, passionate physical love that is frightening to her:

All the next day following the afternoon by the river, Mary moved
from longing to chastisement and back again. She felt herself a
covetous woman full of omen. In the old days she might have stood
a witch accused, blamed with having blighted the standing corn . . .
and most heinous, betrayed him to whom she was wed (p. 18).

In order to resolve the conflict between her physical and religious

longings, she turns to the Church and God and abides by the outcome

of her promise, a promise which results in the suppression of her vital

self. This suppression is symbolized by her participation in the Church-

ing of Women ceremony. Cleansed and thus able to fulfill her promise

to God, Mary rejects Tom and devotes her life to her religion, her husband,

and her children. Although Mary never commits adultery with Tom, her

willingness to do so, in her eyes, is almost as bad as the sin itself.

Therefore, Mary's vital passionate self and the recollection of the
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temptation of adultery become the taboo which implies that any physical

love between Jimmy and Julia would be incestuous. This unspoken taboo

permeates the legacy which Mary passes on to Julia.

In addition to being permeated by the taboo, the legacy is filled

with genealogical awareness. Julia had received her Christian name

because it was the name given the first daughters of all the women in

the family, who were named Mary, for "in Mary's lineage an unvarying

set of first names had been handed down from mother to daughter as a

bond to tie the distant branches of the family together" (p. 3). Fur-

thermore, not only had Julia been christened with a genealogically

significant name, but she had been christened with the personality that

accompanies the name; she had learned early that all Julias are sturdy.

Religion, characterized by duty, is also a part of Julia's legacy.

"Reared in the law and the church, she saw herself placed under obliga-

tion to life's institutions," and the legacy upholds that marriage is

one of life's institutions to which a woman is most strongly obligated

(p. 79). Julia's legacy encouraged her to accept her role as wife and

mother. However, this legacy, as evidenced in Mary's marriage as well

as Julia's, urges a woman to marry a man, not out of passionate love,

but out of duty and submission to family pathology. Furthermore, this

legacy has prepared Julia to accept the insulation and isolation of

the traditional female's domestic, husband-centered world.

However, Julia rejects this legacy and passes a vital legacy to

Fay and Louisa, which Julia also views as a contract: "I had a contract

with the little girls to raise them with no limitations on their expec-

tations" (p. 140). Julia's realization of the narrow confines of her

life has caused her consciously to try to spare her daughters the same
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destiny. "A matter of considerable satisfaction for Julia" is her

realization with Hardin of the rearing of Fay and Louisa: "'We may

not have programmed them for families. . . . They've excelled in

school and taken their advanced degrees and are making a contribution

to society, as we had hoped they would. We didn't head them for

marriage any more than we would have done with sons'" (p. 163). There-

fore, through a vital legacy, Julia has encouraged her daughters to

break out of the isolation and insulation of the traditional female.

Julia's adherence to the traditional legacy results in her marriage

to Hardin, a man who is inhabited by the ghosts and ambitions of several

past generations. Julia marries him because Jimmy brought him to her

and because the family approved of him, although Mary did caution her:

"'You must be sure it is not someone whom you will set before God'"

(p. 88). Julia marries him because "she assumed that he, like she,

paid allegiance to duty" (p. 88). Hardin marries Julia "as he wished

mightily that he came from a family of such obvious standing and sta-

tus" (p. 86). Passion or love had not been a factor in their decisions.

Furthermore, they possess conflicting views of life. Julia "ad-

hered to a literal view of reality" (p. 79). Hardin substituted direct

experience for an image, a simile,.a metaphor .(p. 268). Within their.

marriage, an open conflict of their different views never occurs, for

they both assume the roles of wife and husband instead of communicating

honestly with each other. In addition to fulfilling her roles of wife

and mother, Julia is a glorified secretary for Hardin as she follows

the day's schedule he sets out for her every morning: "He liked this

ceremonial time which he and Julia set aside for such plans. . . . It
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made him feel that they both worked toward a common goal, that they

were part of a common life. It was a strength of their marriage which

he could consider and point to when he was having doubts about reach-

ing his wife" (p. 94). This daily ceremony maintained "the illusion

that their marriage was a continuing dialogue" (p. 98). She feels

that this situation and their bedtime reading "furnished the companion-

ship . . . which Julia felt was the strongest bond between them, in

fact, the strongest bond of marriage" (p. 143).

One of the weakest bonds of their marriage is their lovemaking.

Vital passion and spontaneity are not a part of their conjugal love.

Instead, Hardin indicates his desire for sex with a signal: "he did

not pick up his book but instead turned out the light, their signal"

(p. 244). In order to compensate herself for this static approach

to sex, Julia

had, through the years, decided that being able to accomplish
release in sex was no more difficult than being able to run a
morning mile in nine minutes. It was a matter of communicating
properly with your body. If she had once thought that lovemaking
should be at the same time a plunge into intimacy, she had long
since changed her mind (p. 80).

Therefore, Julia views her marriage and her relationship with Hardin

not as a passionate, vital involvement in the present moment but as a

contract: "She had . . . a contract with Hardin to represent him in

the world, to offer him enough present warmth that he was not hollow

save for his past. More, she had a contract with the institution of

marriage which she had promised to honor and to cherish" (p. 140).

Julia's faithful adherence to their marriage contract results in the

repression of her vital self.

The catalyst for Julia's full recognition and acceptance of her-

self as a vital female is Fay's disclosure of the source of the taboo.
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This disclosure causes Julia impressionistically to return to the past

in order to reinterpret it. Julia immediately

thought back to the start of the taboo, to the time in the water
when she and Jimmy had passed the stone to one another and watched
the face of her mother look at his father before the river and
that afternoon went by them and they became the family (p. 173).

She now realizes that merely the spiritual joining in love of Mary and

Tom, not the physical consummation, had been enough to bind Mary and

Tom together as their parents in Julia's and Jimmy's eyes as well as

Mary's. As she hears of her mother's bargain with God, "she saw an

anticlimax to Buddy's birth which she had sensed but never reconciled

with the appearance of the awaited son" (p. 172). Most importantly,

"she saw, finally, the withdrawal of her mother from the woman she

had almost become" (p. 173). Furthermore, she recalls

another stored-up memory of which she and Jimmy never spoke. It
was the time they had climbed the winding stairs together at her
house so he could see her baby Buddy, and found Tom--a different,
disheveled Tom--at the door. She could still recall the incense
in the room, the musk of man and woman. She had had no words at
that time for the emanations they sensed there; later, when she
had learned a grade-school vocabulary for sex, for touching and
wanting and taking, she had projected it onto the sensory overlay
in her mother's upstairs bedroom (p. 173).

This coming together of Mary and Tom is not viewed as incestuous but

as sensual by Julia. Her recollection of this scene painfully reminds

her that in her relationship with Hardin "she had provided him as he

had her, with only the semblance of desire, with the outward and visi-

ble trappings of intercourse" (p. 192). Julia further sees herself

closely related to Mary's repressed, vital self:

[Mary] lived by promises made and kept. In this she was more
like Julia than Julia had seen before. If Mary's renunciation
had become (as it does) a shrine, it was no more so than Julia's
duty had become (as it does) a cult. Each woman . . . was a
faithful communicant of what she served; each tended gods whose
fires must be lit afresh each morning. The difference came in
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the language they used: Julia thought of herself as having
signed a promissory note with life; Mary saw herself as fol-
lowing a Higher Will. The constancy was that neither listened
to a voice of her own (p. 177).

It is at this point that Julia recognizes herself as a vital female

and decides to listen to the demands of this part of her that has so

long been silenced and denied. This resolve leads her to Jimmy.

Jimmy Henderson is the complementary vital male, who has re-

pressed and denied his physical desire for Julia because of the taboo

and family pathology. As he and Julia interpret the taboo and its

sources, he vows with Julia to dispel it. However, the dispelling

of the taboo is not easy, for "a taboo continues long after its origin

is interred, old bones in a forgotten plot. No matter that it need

not, the taboo remains. At a level below reason, it still forbids"

(p. 181). Julia is the first to begin to approach the forbidden as

she decides that "the only way to proceed was to break the rules" as

she forces Jimmy and herself to re-analyze why they have respected

the restrictions of the taboo (p. 181). They conclude that they have

submitted to the power of the family and that this power possesses an

influence that has compelled them to live their lives in reaction to

their parents, short-circuiting themselves (p. 182). After their

analysis of the taboo, they proceed to dispel it through a physical

intercourse which becomes a ceremony.

This lovemaking is characterized by religious imagery. During

their first physical consummation in Tom's bed, Julia, "with her

mouth . . . began the communion with Jimmy which she had so long de-

nied" (p. 248). Furthermore, Jimmy is described as responding mirac-

ulously to Julia's touch. Their lovemaking in Mary's bed becomes a
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ceremony in which they cleanse themselves of the taboo and free them-

selves from its restrictions through sex, which enables them to "remove

the final space between them . . . [by] finding the self-shattering

totality of the other" (p. 252). Julia is overwhelmed by the musk of

forbidden entry at the doorway of Mary's room (p. 258). Jimmy brings

two turtledoves to offer, as in the Old Testament, "an atonement for

lying together" (p. 258). They begin their lovemaking with religious

intonations: "Jimmy intoned, 'Remember not, Lord, our iniquities, nor

the iniquities of our forebears.' To which Julia added: 'It is not to

whom you are born that determines who you are, it is who receives you'"

(p. 259). Then she puts on Mary's gown and Jimmy puts on Tom's robe

as they begin: "Nothing in her experience had prepared Julia for the

eroticism of his hands through the cotton gown, or the feel of his

erection through the worn crimson robe. It was as if, covered, they

were able to uncover themselves to their center" (p. 260). With this

physical act, not only are the restrictions of the taboo released, but

also their vital selves:

As she leaned into him and away from him she was no longer a
young Julia waiting to be invented, she was a woman who in her
passion led her body to take and his to give a pleasure not
virgin, not gentle, not safe, a pleasure so fierce she fell upon
him gasping at the last. As he turned her over and came again
inside her, in long even strokes, he gave what he had spent his
manhood acquiring, a mounting release, an ultimate returning
(p. 260).

With the completion of their ceremonial intercourse, Julia and Jimmy

believe that they have dispelled the taboo.

During the dispelling of the taboo, Julia and Jimmy receive the

revelation that they will no longer be able to repress their vital

selves, so they vow to continue their physical relationship in spite
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of their families as they conjecture going to Little Hills: "'They

will have to live with that, won't they? The place is ours and we

are ours and there is nothing they can say unless they want to make

a public mess of it. No one looks the other way with more skill than

Hardin, except for Jo'" (p. 250). However, the acceptance of their

vital selves and their decision to pursue their fulfillment regardless

of any obstacles is overshadowed by Hardin's closing revelation. Har-

din implies that he is aware of the totality of their involvement, and

that, although he has secured the judgeship, he knows that he has lost

his wife. While the dispelling of the taboo has freed them to exper-

ience a vital physical fulfillment, it has not freed them from their

involvement in the destinies of others. Furthermore, through their

physical intercourse, characterized by religious imagery, they have

ironically lived out the unfulfilled desires of their parents. Al-

though they are fully aware of this, they are not fully aware of the

extent to which they are still controlled by the predestination of

family pathology.

The vital female character is fully expanded in this novel, as

Mary is a repressed vital female while Julia is the struggling vital

protagonist who, after recognizing her vital needs, acts to fulfill

them. Fay is another facet of the vital female; and, although she

is very similar to Mary, the legacy she receives both from her grand-

mother and her mother is a vital one which gives her the courage to

pursue her fulfillment. Louisa, too, as a recipient of a vital legacy

moves toward personal fulfillment. Louisa is more aware than any of

the vital females thus far depicted that one must look to oneself for
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sources of fulfillment and replenishment. Still, ironically oversha-

dowing these vital females, is family pathology, which has predestined

them to the roles that they are fulfilling. Mary openly states that

Fay is her legacy, and though she is pursuing her individual career

choice, her pursuit of her passion for Rand Coulter, a married astron-

omer, is encouraged by her grandmother, who vicariously through- Fay

is fulfilling her repressed passion for Tom. In much the same way,

Louisa is living out the dreams of her deceased grandmother Enid and

her grandfather, Harry, as well as those of her father as she wins pub-

lic office and pursues a political career.

Hardin is the most fully developed non-vital male character of

the four novels. His rounded characterization reveals the family

pathology that has made him the person that he is, and causes one to

empathize with him, for he is a man who fully realizes that no one

really sees him, "no one had ever recognized Hardin Chambers" (p. 132).

Therefore, just as the minor female characters in Armadillo in the

Grass struggle against this realization, Hardin struggles to repress

it and to continue to live out the pattern of his life preordained

for him by family pathology. The character of Hardin and his revela-

tion at the conclusion of the novel painfully illuminate the introduc-

tory quotation from R. D. Laing: "The Family--We are acting parts in

a play that we have never read and never seen, whose plot we don't know,

whose existence we can glimpse, but whose beginning and end are beyond

our present imagination and conception" (p. 1).

Now and Another Time is more ambitious than the other novels be-

cause of its complexities. However, it is precisely the strong unifica-

tion and handling of the expansive plot, characterization, and themes
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that make it so original and successful. Like Hearon's other novels,

it provides no answers, no resolutions, to the problems of the individ-

ual's existence and struggle for self-awareness and fulfillment. Fur-

thermore, constantly overshadowing the characters is the ominous control

of family pathology, which has decided things in advance long before

they happen (Interview III). It is primarily against such predestination

that Julia and most individuals struggle. A positive result of this

novel is that it illuminates the entanglement and entrapment of every

individual--not just the daughter, wife, mother--within the whole frame-

work of the family past and present. Hearon feels that Now and Another

Time is "a hideously depressing book" because everyone had his leg in

a trap (Interview I). But while the characters are entangled and entrapped,

most of them are not static. And as all Hearon's novels attest, the

quest for individual self-integration and fulfillment is never easy.



NOTES

CHAPTER V

1Shelby Hearon, Now and Another Time (Garden City: Doubleday &

Company, Inc. 1976), p. 24. All further references to this work ap-

pear in the text.

2Personal interview with Shelby Hearon, 7 August 1977; herein-

after cited as Interview III.
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CHAPTER VI

AN ASSESSMENT

Throughout Armadillo in the Grass, The Second Dune, Hannah's

House, and Now and Another Time, Hearon deals with self-awareness,

fulfillment, frustration, and isolation while she communicates the

individual's quest for a means with which to deal with these problems.

She thus fulfills her two-fold purpose as a writer--working through

primary, troubling questions of experience and communicating the

personal quest and observation.1 Although the quest of the vital fe-

males does not afford them a solution or fulfillment, during moments

within the quest they do discover new alternatives which enable them

to survive. Furthermore, they all accept the fundamental solitude

of the contemporary individual in opposition to society. Most impor-

tantly, Clara Blue, Ellen Marshall, Beverly Foster Landrum, and Julia

Chambers are fully aware that they assume roles when they neglect

their quest to participate in society as daughters, wives, and mothers.

This awareness, however, is what enables them to continue their indi-

vidual quests, hopeful of discovering a means of further integration of

self and a source of replenishment for their vitality.

Shelby Hearon writes serious fiction about universal topics of

human effort. She feels "very much a part of . . . the tradition of

the women who began to speak in women's perspective about matters of

universal concern" (Interview I). While many critics of her early
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novels, Armadillo in the Grass and The Second Dune, recognized her

universality, others categorized her as a writer of the fragile epit-

ome of a woman's novel which limits her as a writer to a restricted

feminine audience.2  However, reviewers of Hannah's House and Now and

Another Time have carefully specified that these novels definitely

appeal to men as well as to women. Although some feel that both novels

are limited in interest to a feminine audience, Hearon feels a novel

should be "read because it speaks to . . . one's condition" (Interview I).

She elaborates further: "If a man has trouble reading something be-

cause it is told from a woman's point of view that's . . . [his] problem.

Male-female point of view shouldn't make a difference" (Interview I).

Any alteration in the acceptance of Hannah's House and Now and Another

Time, as opposed to Armadillo in the Grass and The Second Dune, must be

attributed to a change in "the climate of reception" as a result of

the feminist movement, not a change in subject matter (Interview I).

The nine years between the publication of Armadillo in the Grass and

Now and Another Time are crucial in the movement toward a greater

acceptance of the female writer speaking from the woman's perspective

as a valid medium for comment on and observation of the universal

contemporary condition.

In all of her novels thus far, Hearon isolates the particular--

the specific moments of revelation within the primarily domestic worlds

of the individual female protagonist. An overview of the four novels

reveals this movement from the particular to the general. Armadillo

in the Grass particularizes the pursuit of individual identity within

one marriage; The Second Dune continues with a consideration of the

pursuit of individual identity within two marriages and the revelation
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that all marriages are fundamentally the same; Hannah's House deals

with an outgrowth of marriage--family pathology--as it is particular-

ized in the struggle between a mother and a daughter for individual

identities; Now and Another Time generalizes the entrapment of all

generations within the preordained patterns of family pathology.

While Hearon deals with a recurring situation, character, and

theme in all four novels, none of the works is static or repetitious,

for she has experimented with new structures and approaches in each

succeeding novel. Throughout the four novels, she retains her distinct

style, which Gornick aptly compares to "the silence of someone listening

intently for the sounds of . . . [one's] life." 3 Hearon is economical

with her words but precise in her selection. She works toward the

"force of the cumulative strength" of her novels (Interview I). Most

recently, Don Graham of the University of Texas at Austin has praised

her sophistication, which is exemplified by her handling of adultery in

Now and Another Time. He writes that Hearon's control in the novel

"calls to mind the masters of restraint in that line of American fiction

extending from Hawthorne to Edith Wharton and her friend Henry James." 4

Clearly, Hearon's four novels thus far attest to her talent as a writer

of a lasting, universally relevant literature. Shelby Hearon is, above

all, an artist who will continue to innovate and experiment in her

approaches to fiction, while she offers a communication of one individual's

observation of the contemporary condition.



NOTES

CHAPTER VI

1Johnson, p. 26.

2 Rev. of The Second Dune, p. 706.

3Gornick, p. 38.

4Don Graham, "Seeking Freedom to Love," rev. of Now and Another

Time, by Shelby Hearon, Philadelphia Enquirer, 26 September 1976, Sec.

F, p. 3, col. 4.
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